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PURELY PARABOLIC DISCRETE SUBGROUPS OF PSL(3,C)
WALDEMAR BARRERA, ANGEL CANO, JUAN PABLO NAVARRETE, AND JOSE´ SEADE
Abstract. While for PSL(2,C) every purely parabolic subgroup is Abelian
and acts on P1
C
with limit set a single point, the case of PSL(3,C) is far more
subtle and intriguing. We show that there are twelve classes of purely para-
bolic discrete groups in PSL(3,C), and we classify them. We use first the Tits
Alternative and Borel’s fixed point theorem to show that all purely parabolic
discrete groups in PSL(3,C) are virtually triangularizable; this extends a Theo-
rem by Lie-Kolchin. Then we prove that purely parabolic groups in PSL(3,C)
are virtually solvable and cocyclic, hence finitely presented. We then prove
a Tits-inspired alternative for these groups: they are either virtually unipo-
tent or else Abelian of rank 2 and of a very special type. All the virtually
unipotent ones turn out to be conjugate to subgroups of the Heisenberg group
Heis(3,C). We classify these using the obstructor dimension introduced by
Bestvina, Kapovich and Kleiner. We find that their Kulkarni limit set is ei-
ther a projective line, a cone of lines with base an Euclidean circle, or else
the whole P2
C
. We determine its relation with the Conze-Givarc’h limit set
of the action on the dual projective space Pˇ2
C
. We show that in all cases the
Kulkarni region of discontinuity is the largest open set where the group acts
properly discontinuously, and that in all cases but one, this set coincides with
the equicontinuity region.
Introduction
In his celebrated “Me´moire sur les groupes Kleine´ens” [36], Henri Poincare´ intro-
duced in 1883 the concept of Kleinian groups, meaning by this a group of Mo¨bius
transformations, or equivalently a subgroup of PSL(2,C), that acts properly discon-
tinuously on a non-empty open set in P1
C
(in the modern literature, this property
has been relaxed, asking only that the group be discrete). Ever since, Kleinian
groups have been a paradigm in complex geometry and holomorphic dynamics.
One century later, in the early 1980’s, Dennis Sullivan in [41, 42, 43] introduced
a conceptual framework for understanding the relations between the geometry and
dynamics of Kleinian groups and the theory of rational maps in one complex vari-
able, as begun by Fatou, Julia and others. This is known as Sullivan’s dictionary,
later refined by McMullen [33] and others. A decade later, in the early 1990’s, it
was already evident, from the work of Fornæss, Sibony, Smilie, Bedford and others,
that iteration theory in several complex variables is a rich and important subject
(see for instance [16]). Searching for an analogous theory “in the other side of the
dictionary”, Seade and Verjovsky, in the early 2000’s, introduced in [39] the notion
of complex Kleinian groups, meaning by this subgroups of PSL(n + 1,C) with an
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open invariant set in Pn
C
where the action is properly discontinuous, thus extending
Poincare´’s definition to several complex variables.
In this work we look at discrete subgroups of PSL(3,C), the group of automor-
phisms of P2
C
, and we classify those which are purely parabolic, another notion that
dates back to Poincare´ [36]. Following [20, 21, 34], an element g in PSL(n+ 1,C),
n ≥ 1, is elliptic if it has a lift g ∈ SL(n+1,C) which is diagonalizable with unitary
eigenvalues, and it is parabolic if g is non-diagonalizable and its eigenvalues are all
unitary; otherwise g is loxodromic. Equivalently [20], we may look at the Kulkarni
limit set ΛKul = ΛKul 〈g〉 of the cyclic group generated by g (see Section 1); for
n = 1 this is the usual limit set. Then g is elliptic if ΛKul is either empty or all of
Pn
C
; g is parabolic if ΛKul consists of a single proper projective subspace of P
n
C
, and
it is loxodromic if ΛKul consists of exactly two disjoint projective subspaces of P
n
C
,
that may have different dimensions. These definitions extend the classical ones for
n = 1 and for PU(n, 1).
In fact there are three classes of parabolic elements in PSL(3,C), described by
the Jordan normal form of their lifts to SL(3,C). These are: 1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
 1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 ,
 λ 1 00 λ 0
0 0 λ−2
 , |λ| = 1 , λ 6= 1.
The first two are unipotent; the third type is called ellipto-parabolic: it is rational
if λ is a root of unity or irrational otherwise (see [21, Chapter 4] for details).
We show that up to conjugation, there are twelve types of purely parabolic
groups in PSL(3,C). Eleven of these are conjugate to subgroups of the complex
Heisenberg group Heis(3,C); these split in two groups, six are complex Kleinian
and five are not. The remaining type are the Elliptic groups Ell(W,µ). These all
are described with care in Section 2. The names we give to these families, namely
Elliptic, Torus, Hopf and Inoue, spring from the fact that they are subgroups of
fundamental groups of such complex surfaces. This will be proved in a subsequent
paper [10] where we describe the complex surfaces one gets as quotients of open
invariant sets in P2
C
divided by the action of purely parabolic groups in PSL(3,C).
In all twelve cases the Kulkarni region of discontinuity ΩKul := P
2
C
\ ΛKul , is
the largest open invariant set where the action is properly discontinuous. The
equicontinuity region is always contained in ΩKul (see Proposition 1.4), and these
two sets actually coincide in all cases but one, which is the family Kod1(W,x, y, z)
in Example 2.4.
Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 describe the basic properties of the limit sets and
discontinuity regions in all cases.
The five types of non-Kleinian purely parabolic discrete subgroups of PSL(3,C)
are all contained in Heis(3,C) up to conjugation. These are weakly-controllable, a
concept introduced in [23] that we now explain, and their dynamics is classified by
their control morphism. Their limit set ΛKul is all of P
2
C
; the equicontinuity set is
empty and the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set Λ∗CoG is a complex projective line.
Weakly-controllable means that the action of G has a global fixed point p ∈ P2
C
,
and therefore for each line L in P2
C
\{p} one has a canonical holomorphic projection
map π from P2
C
\ {p} into L ∼= P1C. This defines a group homomorphism:
Π = Πp,L,G : PSL(3,C)→ Bihol(L) ∼= PSL(2,C) ,
Π(g)(x) = π(g(x))
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which is independent of L up to conjugation. This is called the control morphism
of the group; the image Π(G) is the control group. The names spring from the fact
that the dynamics of G is somehow governed by Π and Π(G) (see [21] for details).
The full classification of the purely parabolic discrete groups in PSL(3,C) is
given in Section 3, theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
We also prove the theorem below, and the proof works, more generally, for groups
with no loxodromic elements:
Theorem 0.1. Let G be a purely parabolic discrete group in PSL(3,C). Then G
is virtually finitely presented, torsion free and solvable. Also, G virtually is either
unipotent and conjugate to the projectivization of a subgroup of Heis(3,C), or else it
is an Abelian group of rank at most two, with an irrational ellipto-parabolic element,
and it is of the form:
Ell(W,µ) =

 µ(w) µ(w)w 00 µ(w) 0
0 0 µ(w)−2
 : w ∈W
 ,
where W is a discrete additive subgroup of C and µ :W → S1 is a group morphism.
This result is a reminiscent of Lie-Kolchin’s theorem [40] stating that every linear
unipotent algebraic group is conjugate to a group of upper triangular matrices.
An essential step toward the classification of the purely parabolic groups is:
Theorem 0.2. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a discrete group, then G is purely parabolic
and:
(1) There are B1, . . . , Bn subgroups of G such that G = Ker(Π|G)⋊B1⋊· · ·⋊Bn
and each Bi is isomorphic to Z
ki , for some ki ∈ N ∪ {0}.
(2) rank(Ker(Π|G)) +
∑n
i=1 ki ≤ 6.
(3) If G is complex Kleinian, then rank(Ker(Π|G)) +
∑n
i=1 ki ≤ 4 .
The proof of 0.2 uses in an essential way the obstructor dimension of a group
G, introduced by Bestvina, Kapovich and Kleiner in [15]. This is a lower bound
for the “action dimension” of G, and it is based on the classical van Kampen ob-
struction for embedding a simplicial complex into an euclidean space [46]. Theorem
0.2 strengthens, for discrete groups in Heis (3,C), a Theorem of Bieri and Strebel
[13], ensuring that every infinite, finitely presented solvable group is virtually an
ascending HNN-extension of a finitely generated solvable group.
A difficulty one meets when working with the projective groups PSL(n + 1,C),
which are non-compact, is that one does not have the convergence property (cf.
[18, 29]). We overcome this problem by using repeatedly the space of pseudo-
projective maps,
SP(3,C) = (M(3,C)− {0})/C∗,
where M(3,C) is the set of all 3× 3 matrices with complex coefficients and C∗ acts
by the usual scalar multiplication. This was introduced in [21, 22] and it provides
a natural compactification of the projective group PSL(3,C).
We remark that every parabolic element in PSL(3,C) is conjugate to a parabolic
element in PU(2, 1), the group of holomorphic isometries of the complex hyperbolic
space (see [21, 34]). Yet, the results in this paper show that there are plenty
of purely parabolic groups in PSL(3,C) which are not conjugate to subgroups in
PU(2, 1). Some examples are:
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(1) Purelly parabolic groups which are not complex Kleinian.
(2) Complex Kleinian groups whose Kulkarni limit set is a pencil of lines over
a circle.
(3) Abelian complex Kleinian whose limit set is a single line and the rank is at
least three.
(4) Abelian Complex Kleinian groups with rank two that contain an irrational
ellipto-parabolic element.
(5) Non-Abelian Complex Kleinian groups whose rank is at least three.
It is possible to provide a full characterization of the purely parabolic groups in
PSL(3,C) that are conjugate to groups in PU(2, 1). This shall be done elsewhere.
The results in this article are essential for the classification of the complex
Kleinian groups that are elementary, i.e., their limit set has “few lines”. In fact we
known from [3, 4, 5, 21, 45] that the Kulkarni limit set of a subgroup G ⊂ PSL(3,C)
can have 1, 2, 3 or infinitely many lines, and it can have 1, 2, 3, 4 or infinitely many
lines in general position. Examples of groups with exactly 4 lines in general position
in their limit set are given in [5]. Examples with infinitely many lines in general
position in their limit set are the R-Fuchsian groups studied in [24]. This leads to
two different notions of elementary groups in PSL(3,C):
Type I: ΛKul has of a finite number of projective lines.
Type II: ΛKul has at most a finite number of lines in general position.
We refer to [8, Section 4] for a thorough discussion of this topic. A corollary of
the results in this article is that the Kulkarni limit set of purely parabolic Kleinian
groups in PSL(3,C) consists of either one line or it has infinitely many lines but
only two in general position. The complete classification of the elementary groups
in PSL(3,C) of types I and II is given in our forthcoming paper [9], in relation with
a dictionary in complex dimension two, inspired by Sullivan’s dictionary.
This article is arranged as follows. Section 1 contains definitions and prelim-
inaries that we need from various sources. Section 2 presents several families of
purely parabolic discrete subgroups in PSL(3,C). Section 3 states the classification
theorems 3.1 and 3.2, saying that the previous families, in Section 2, are the only
such groups up to conjugation. This section also describes the dynamics of the
groups in all cases. In particular, we find that for all the complex Kleinian families,
the Kulkarni region of discontinuity is the largest open set where the group acts
properly discontinuously. The rest of the paper is essentially devoted to proving
the aforementioned theorems 0.1 and 0.2, and the classification theorems 3.1 and
3.2. In Section 4 we show that if G ⊂ PSL(3,C) is discrete and has no loxodromic
elements, then it has a finite index normal subgroup that leaves invariant a full
flag in P2
C
, and therefore it is triangularizable. Section 5 is inspired by, and uses,
the Tits alternative for linear groups. We prove that if G ⊂ PSL(3,C) is purely
parabolic and discrete, then G virtually is either unipotent or Abelian of rank at
most two and of the Elliptic type described above, Ell(W,µ). Section 6 proves a
lemma in the vein of the classical λ-Lemma of Palis and de Melo [35], that we use
in the sequel. In Section 7 we prove theorems 0.2 and 3.1. A key step for that is
Lemma 7.5, for discrete subgroups of Heis (3,C) with infinite kernel in their control
morphism Π|G. This lemma uses the space SP (3,C) to describe explicitly, for such
groups, the largest open invariant set Ω(G) in P2
C
where the group acts properly
discontinuously; we find that each connected component of Ω(G) is homeomorphic
to R4. We then use the obstructor dimension of [15] to prove Theorem 0.2. Finally,
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Section 8 proves the classification Theorem 3.2 for discrete non-Kleinian groups.
We notice that for those groups, although the equicontinuity region of the action
is empty and the Kulkarni limit set is the whole P2
C
, the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set
of the action on the dual projective space is a complex projective line.
1. Preliminaries
Let P2
C
:= (C3 \ {0})/C∗ be the complex projective plane and [ ] : C3 \ {0} → P2
C
the quotient map. A line in P2
C
means the image under this projection, of a complex
linear subspace of dimension 2. Given p, q ∈ P2
C
distinct points, there exists a unique
complex line passing through p and q; such line is denoted by ←→p, q. The projective
dual of P2
C
is the set Pˇ2
C
∼= Gr(P2C) of all complex lines in P2C, equipped with the
topology of the Hausdorff convergence.
Consider the usual action of Z3 on SL(3,C). Then PSL(3,C) = SL(3,C)/Z3 is a
Lie group whose elements are called projective transformations. We denote also by
[ ] : SL(3,C)→ PSL(3,C) the quotient map. We denote by g = (gij) the elements
in SL(3,C). Given g ∈ PSL(3,C), we say that g ∈ SL(3,C) is a lift of g if [g] = g.
One can show that PSL(3,C) acts transitively, effectively and by biholomorphisms
on P2
C
by [g]([w]) = [g(w)], where w ∈ C3 \ {0} and g ∈ SL(3,C).
Recall that in the introduction we described the classification of the elements in
PSL(3,C) into elliptic, parabolic and loxodromic. Notice that an upper triangular
matrix g whose coefficients in the diagonal are unitary complex numbers induces
either a parabolic or an elliptic transformation, cf. [21, Chapter 4].
Now letM(3,C) be the set of all 3×3 matrices with complex coefficients. Define
the space of pseudo-projective maps by: SP(3,C) = (M(3,C)−{0})/C∗, where C∗
acts on M(3,C) − {0} by the usual scalar multiplication. We have the quotient
map [ ] :M(3,C) \ {0} → SP(3,C). Given P ∈ SP(3,C) we define its kernel by:
Ker(P ) = [Ker(P) \ {0}],
where P ∈ M(3,C) is a lift of P . Clearly PSL(3,C) ⊂ SP(3,C) and an element P
in SP(3,C) is in PSL(3,C) if and only if Ker(P ) = ∅. Notice that SP(3,C) is a
manifold naturally diffeomorphic to P8
C
, so it is compact. One has:
Recall that given a discrete group G in PSL(3,C), its equicontinuity set Eq(G)
is the largest open set on which the G-action forms a normal family.
Theorem 1.1 (See Proposition 2.5 in [20]). Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group.
Then G acts properly discontinuously on Eq(G) and one has:
Eq(G) = P2C \
⋃
Ker(P ) ,
where the union runs over the kernels of all P ∈ SP(3,C) \ PSL(3,C) satisfying
that there exists a sequence (gn) ⊂ G that converges to P .
Now let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group and let Ω be a non-empty G-invariant
set, i.e., GΩ = Ω. We say that G acts properly discontinuously on Ω if for each
compact set K ⊂ Ω the set {g ∈ G|g(K) ∩K} is finite.
Definition 1.2. G is complex Kleinian if there exists a non-empty open set in P2
C
where G acts properly discontinuously.
Definition 1.3. The Kulkarni limit set of G (see [30]) is a union:
ΛKul(G) = L0(G) ∪ L1(G) ∪ L2(G) ,
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where L0(G) is the closure of the points in P
2
C
with infinite isotropy group, L1(G) is
the closure of the set of cluster points of the orbits Gz where z runs over P2
C
\L0(G),
and L2(G) is the closure of the set of cluster points of orbits GK where K runs
over all compact sets in P2
C
−(L0(G)∪L1(G)). The Kulkarni region of discontinuity
(or the ordinary set) of G is:
ΩKul(G) = P
2
C \ ΛKul(G).
The second statement in 1.4 is proved in [30].
Proposition 1.4. Let G be a complex Kleinian group. Then:
(1) [See [30]] The sets ΛKul(G), L0(G), L1(G), L2(G) are G-invariant closed
sets.
(2) (See [30]) The group G acts properly discontinuously on ΩKul(G).
(3) (See [34] or [21, Proposition 3.3.6]) Let C ⊂ P2
C
be a closed G-invariant set
such that for every compact set K ⊂ P2
C
−C, the set of cluster points of GK
is contained in (L0(G) ∪ L1(G)) ∩ C, then ΛKul(G) ⊂ C.
(4) (See [20, Corollary 2.6]) The equicontinuity set of G is contained in ΩKul(G).
(5) ( See [7, Proposition 3.6]) If G0 ⊂ G is a subgroup with finite index, then
ΛKul(G) = ΛKul(G0).
(6) (See [21, Proposition 3.3.4]) The set ΛKul(G) contains at least one complex
line.
There is also the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set, see [26]. For this we need the
following generalization introduced in [12].
Definition 1.5. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group acting on P2
C
. We say that
q ∈ P2
C
is a limit point of G if there exists an open subset U ⊂ P2
C
and a sequence
(gn) ⊂ G of distinct elements such that for every p ∈ U we have gn(p) n→∞ // q.
We define the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set of G, in symbols ΛCoG(Γ), as the closure
of limit points of G.
A couple of examples will picture the previous concept.
Example 1.6. [Complex hyperbolic groups] If G ⊂ PU(2, 1) is a non-elementary
discrete subgroup, then ΛCoG(Γ) coincides with the Chern-Greenberg limit set [25]
of G, ΛCG(Γ), which is the closure of the orbits of points in the complex hyperbolic
space ∂H2
C
. This follows because loxodromic elements in PU(2, 1) are proximal and
their attracting fixed points in ∂H2
C
correspond to dominant vectors.
Example 1.7. [Veronese groups] Given a non-elementary discrete subgroup G ⊂
PSL(2,C), let ι : PSL(2,C)→ PSL(3,C) be the canonical irreducible representation
and ψ : P1
C
→ P2
C
the Veronese embedding. A simple computation shows that ι is
type preserving, so it carries loxodromic elements into loxodromic elements, which
are proximal. This implies ΛCoG(ι(G)) = ψ(ΛChG(G)), see [19, Theorem 2.10].
Recall from [26] that a strongly irreducible group in PSL(3,C) is a group whose
action on P2
C
does not have points or lines with finite orbit.
Definition 1.8. A matrix g ∈ GL (3,C) is proximal if it has an eigenvalue λ0 ∈ C
such that |λ0| > |λ| for all other eigenvalues λ of g. For such a g, an eigenvector
v0 ∈ C3 corresponding to the eigenvalue λ0 is a dominant eigenvector of g. We say
that g ∈ PSL(3,C) is proximal if it has a lift g˜ ∈ SL(3,C) which is proximal; and
v ∈ P2
C
is dominant for g if there is a lift v˜ ∈ C3 of v which is dominant for γ˜.
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Theorem 1.9 (See [26] and Corollary 3 in [12]). Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a strongly
irreducible group, then:
(1) The limit set ΛCoG(G) is non-empty and is the unique minimal set for the
action of G on P2
C
.
(2) The closure of the dominant points of proximal elements in G coincides
with ΛCoG(G).
Now recall [21]:
Definition 1.10. Let G be a discrete group in PSL(3,C). We say that G is weakly
semi-controllable if it acts with a fixed point p in P2
C
. In this case a choice of a line
L in P2
C
\ {p} determines a projection map P2
C
\ {p} → L and a group morphism Π :
G→ PSL(2,C) called the control morphism of G; its image Π(G) ⊂ PSL(2,C) is the
control group. These are well defined and independent of L up to an automorphism
of PSL(2,C).
Theorem 1.11 (See Theorem 5.8.2 in [21]). Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete
weakly semi-controllable subgroup, with p ∈ P2
C
a G-invariant point and ℓ ⊂ P2
C
be a complex line not containing p. Let Πp,ℓ = Π be a projection map defined as
above. If Ker(Π|G) is finite and Π(G) ⊂ Aut(ℓ) ∼= PSL(2,C) is discrete, then G
acts properly discontinuously on
Ω =
 ⋃
z∈Ω(Π(G))
←→p, z
− {p} ,
where the union runs over all points in ℓ where the action of Π(G) is discontinuous.
We use in the sequel the obstructor dimension of a group G, introduced by
Bestvina, Kapovich and Kleiner in [15]. We refer to [15, Definition 4] for the
precise definition and for the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 1.12 (See Theorem in [15]). If obdim(G) ≥ m, then G can not act
properly discontinuously on a contractible manifold of dimension < m.
Theorem 1.13 (See Corollary 2.7 in [15]). If G = H ⋊Q whith H and Q finitely
generated and H weakly convex, then obdim(G) ≥ obdim(H) + obdim(Q).
Theorem 1.14 (See Corollary 2.2 in [14]). Let G be a lattice in a simply connected
nilpotent Lie group N, then obdim(G) = dim(N), In particular obdim(Zn) = n.
2. Purely parabolic discrete groups in PSL(3,C)
We split this section in three parts: we first deal with subgroups whose Kulkarni
limit set is a line; then we present subgroups whose Kulkarni limit set is a pencil
of lines over a circle. Finally we exhibit discrete purely parabolic subgroups of
PSL(3,C) which are not complex Kleinian, i.e., there is not a non-empty invariant
open set where the action is properly discontinuous; this phenomenon does not
occur in dimension one.
2.1. Groups with exactly one line in their limit set. The simplest case are the
cyclic groups generated by a parabolic element. These have a line as its Kulkarni
limit set (see [21]). For these groups, the equicontinuity set coincides with the
Kulkarni discontinuity region, and this is the largest open set where the group acts
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properly discontinuously. These are special cases of more general families that we
describe below.
Example 2.1. [Torus groups] These are subgroups of fundamental groups of com-
plex torii. These are of the form:
T (W ) =

 1 0 a0 1 b
0 0 1
 : (a, b) ∈W
 .
These groups are weakly semi-controllable. The Kulkarni limit set is the com-
plex line ←−→e1, e2. We claim that the equicontinuity set coincides with the Kulkarni
discontinuity region and it is the largest open set where the group acts properly
discontinuously. Moreover, the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set Λ∗CoG(T (W )) of the ac-
tion on Pˇ2
C
is the point dual to the unique line in ΛKul, and it is the only minimal
set.
To prove the above claims, let (gn) ⊂ T (W ) be a sequence of distinct elements.
It is clear that there is a sequence (an, bn) in W such that |an|+ |bn| n→∞ // ∞ and
gn =
1 0 an0 1 bn
0 0 1
 .
It follows that there exist a, b ∈ C so that |a|+ |b| 6= 0 and
gn n→∞
//
0 0 a0 0 b
0 0 0
 .
Hence Eq(T (W )) = C2 and therefore ΩKul(T (W )) = Eq(T (W )). Now observe:
g∗n =
 1 0 00 1 0
−an −bn 1
 .
Thus Λ∗CoG(T (W )) = {e3} and this set is minimal.
Example 2.2. [Elliptic groups] These are subgroups of fundamental groups of
elliptic surfaces. Up to conjugation, this is the only type of purely parabolic discrete
groups in PSL(3,C)\Heis (3,C), as we show in this paper. LetW ⊂ C be an additive
discrete subgroup and consider a group morphism µ :W → S1. Define:
Ell(W,µ) =

 µ(w) µ(w)w 00 µ(w) 0
0 0 µ(w)−2
 : w ∈ W
 .
These groups Ell(W,µ) are weakly-controllable. It is easy to see that the control
group is W and the kernel of the control morphism is trivial. From Theorem 1.11
we have that the Kulkarni limit set is the line ←−→e1, e2; the Kukarni’s discontinuity
region is the largest open set on which Ell(W,µ) acts properly discontinuously and
it coincides with the equicontinuity set. Furthermore the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set
of the action on the dual Pˇ2
C
, Λ∗CoG = Λ
∗
CoG(Ell(W,µ)) is dual to the Kulkarni limit
set and it is minimal, but it is not the only minimal set. In fact, let (gn) ⊂ Ell(W,µ)
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be a sequence of distinct elements. Then there is a sequence (an) in W such that:
gn =
1 an 00 1 0
0 0 µ−3(an)
 .
Hence there exists a ∈ C∗ such that:
gn n→∞
//
0 a 00 0 0
0 0 0
 ; g∗n n→∞ //
0 0 0a 0 0
0 0 0
 .
As in the previous example we get Eq(Ell(W,µ)) = C2 = ΩKul(Ell(W,µ)) and
ΛCoG(Ell(W,µ)) = {e2}.
Example 2.3. [Abelian Kodaira groups] These are the Abelian fundamental groups
of Kodaira surfaces. These are the form:
Kod0(W,R,L) =

 1 a L(a) + a2/2 + w0 1 a
0 0 1
 : a ∈ R,w ∈ W
 ,
whereW ⊂ C is an additive discrete subgroup, R ⊂ C is a (non-necessarily discrete)
additive subgroup and L : R→ C a group morphism, subject to one of the following
conditions:
(1) R is discrete or;
(2) R is non- discrete and
lim
n→∞
L(xn) + wn =∞
for every sequence (wn) ∈W and every sequence (xn) ⊂ R converging to 0.
These groups are weakly controllable. The Kulkarni limit set is the line←−→e1, e2. Its
complement ΩKul coincides with the equicontinuity set and is the largest open set
on which the group acts properly discontinuously. Moreover, the Conze-Guivarc’h
limit set of the action on the dual Pˇ2
C
is a point, and it is the unique minimal set.
The sets ΛKul and Λ
∗
CoG are dual.
As an example, consider w1 = 1, w2 =
√
2, w3 = e
πi/4, w4 =
√
2eπi/4, and
let W be SpanZ{w1, w2, w3, w4}. Define L : W → C by setting L(1) = 2−1,
L(
√
2) =
√
2 − 1, L(eπi/4) = i + 2−1, L(√2eπi/4) = √2i + 1, and then extend by
linearity:
L
 4∑
j=1
njwj
 = 4∑
j=1
njL(wj) .
Then
Kod0(W,L) =

 1 a L(a) + a22−10 1 a
0 0 1
 : a ∈W

is weakly controllable and isomorphic to Z⊕Z⊕Z⊕Z. If we let Π be its control mor-
phism, then a straightforward computation shows that its kernel Ker(Π|Kod0(W,L))
is trivial and the control group is a dense subgroup of C.
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Similarly, let W be now SpanZ({1,
√
2, eπi/4}) and define L : W → C as in the
previous example. Then,
1 x L(x) + x2/2 + ik0 1 x
0 0 1
 : x ∈W1, k ∈ Z

is a weakly-controllable discrete group isomorphic to Z3 ⊕ Z. We find that the
kernel of the projection to the control group is isomorphic to Z and the control
group is non-discrete and isomorphic to Z2.
In fact, it is clear that the group Kod0(W,R,L) is discrete. Now let (gn) ⊂
Kod0(W,L) be a sequence of distinct elements, then there exist sequences (an) ⊂ R
and (wn) ⊂W such that:
gn =
1 an L(an) + 2−1a2n + wn0 1 an
0 0 1
 .
This implies that there exist a, b, c, d ∈ C satisfying: |a|+ |b| 6= 0, |c|+ |d| 6= 0 and
gn n→∞
// g =
0 a b0 0 a
0 0 0
 ; g∗n n→∞ // h =
0 0 0c 0 0
d c 0
 .
Thus Ker(g) ⊂ ←−→e1, e2 and we conclude as before that Eq(Ell(W,µ)) = C2 =
ΩKul(T (W )) is the largest open set where the group acts properly discontinuously.
Moreover, from the last convergence we get that ΛCoG(Ell(W,µ)) = {e3} is the
unique minimal set, and the duality between the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set and the
complement of the equicontinuity set.
Example 2.4. [Non-Abelian Kodaira groups of type 1] Kod1(W,x, y, z) The family
of non-Abelian Kodaira groups naturally splits in two subfamilies, depending on
the control group Π(G). If Π(G) is discrete, then we say that the group is of type
1. In this case the limit set ΛKul is a line; and we describe these groups now. When
Π(G) is non-discrete the group is of type 2 and ΛKul is a cone of lines; this family
is studied below, in Subsection 2.2.
Let W ⊂ C be a non trivial, additive discrete subgroup and x, y, z ∈ C such that
z /∈ R and x ∈W − {0}. Define
Kod1(W,x, y, z) =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 x+ z y0 1 z
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, w ∈W

These groups are a semi direct product of the form (ZRank(W ) ⋊ Z) ⋊ Z. These
groups are weakly controllable and a straightforward computation shows that the
control group is discrete and isomorphic to Z ⊕ Z, while the kernel of the control
morphism is isomorphic to ZRank(W ).
This example is, up to conjugation, the unique purely parabolic group whose
equicontinuity set does not coincide with the Kulkarni discontinuity region. The
Kulkarni discontinuity region of Kod1(W,x, y, z) is the largest open set on which
the group acts properly discontinuously and its complement, the Kulkarni limit
set, is the line ←−→e1, e2. In fact, let (gn) ⊂ Kod1(W,x, y, z) be a sequence of distinct
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elements. Then there exist sequences (kn), (mn) ⊂ Z and (wn) ⊂W such that:
gn =

1 kn +mn(x+ z)
1
2
(kn − 1)kn +mnzkn + wn +mny + 12 (mn − 1)mnz(x+ z)
0 1 kn +mnz
0 0 1

 ,
and
(g∗n) =

 1 0 0−kn −mnx−mnz 1 0
1/2(kn + k
2
n − 2wn − 2mny + 2mnkn(x+ z) +mn(1 +mn)z(x+ z)) −kn −mnz 1

 ,
where g∗n is inverse transpose matrix. Hence there exist a, b, c, d ∈ C satisfying
|a|+ |b|+ |c| 6= 0 and
gn n→∞
// g =
0 a b0 0 c
0 0 0
 ; (g∗n) n→∞ // h =
0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
 .
Thus Ker(g) ⊂ ←−→e1, e2 and we conclude as before that C2 = ΩKul(Kod1(W,x, y, z))
and this is the largest open set where the group acts properly discontinuously. Also,
the last convergence yields that the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set of Kod1(W,x, y, z)
is {e3} and ΛCoG(Kod1(W,x, y, z)) is the unique minimal set.
2.2. Groups with limit set a pencil of lines.
Example 2.5. [Dual Torus groups] Let W ⊂ C2 be an additive discrete group of
rank at most two. Set
T ∗(W ) =
g(a,b) =
 1 a b0 1 0
0 0 1
 : (a, b) ∈ W
 .
We have that the control group of T ∗(W ) is trivial. Also, the Kukarni’s disconti-
nuity set of T ∗(W ) is the largest open set on which T ∗(W ) acts properly discon-
tinuously and satisfies:
ΛKul(T ∗(W )) = P2C − Eq(T ∗(W )) =
[ ⋃
p∈S
←−→e1, p
]
,
where S is the closure of [SpanZ{(0, b,−a) : (a, b) ∈ W} \ {0}]. In particular, by
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.11 in [3], ΛKul(T ∗(W )) is either a line or a pencil of lines over
a circle, and its projective dual is Λ∗CoG, the Conze-Guivarc’h limit set of the dual
action. If W either has rank 1 or else it is generated by two C-linearly dependent
elements, then the set S is a point. Otherwise S is a real projective line. The set
Λ∗CoG is minimal if and only if it consists of a single point, and even in that case, it
is not the unique minimal set. The proof of these claims is similar to the previous
cases and is left to the reader.
Example 2.6. [Inoue groups] These are proper subgroups of fundamental groups
of Inoue surfaces. Let x, y ∈ C and p, q, r ∈ Z such that p, q are co-primes and q2
divides r. Define a subgroup of the Heisenberg group by:
Ino(x, y, p, q, r) =




1 k + lp
q
+mx l
r
+m
(
k + lp
q
)
+
(
m
2
)
x+my
0 1 m
0 0 1

 : k, l,m ∈ Z


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Then Ino(x, y, p, q, r) is a purely parabolic non-Abelian group which is a semi direct
product Z2 ⋊ Z. Moreover:
(1) The control group of Ino(x, y, p, q, r) is Z⊕ Z and its kernel is Z.
(2) The Kukarni discontinuity set is the largest open set on which the group
acts properly discontinuously and its Kulkarni limit set is:
ΛKul(Ino(x, y, p, q, r)) = P
2
C − Eq(Ino(x, y, p, q, r)) =←−→e1, e2 ∪
⋃
s∈R
←−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : 1 : s] .
Therefore ΩKul and the equicontinuity set are biholomorphic to C× (H+∪
H−) where H± are the open half planes in C.
(3) The Conze-Guivarc’h limit set for Ino(x, y, p, q, r) is a real projective line,
and it is not minimal.
Proof. Clearly Ino(x, y, p, q, r) is a discrete group. Set:
g(k, l,m) =
 1 k + lc+mx ld+m (k + lc) +
(
m
2
)
x+my
0 1 m
0 0 1
 .
Let k, l ∈ Z, then a straightforward computation shows that the fixed point set is:
Fix(g(k, l, 0)) =
←−−−−−−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : −ld : k + lc] .
Hence, letting L0 be as in definition 1.3 we get:
←−→e1, e3 ∪
⋃
s∈R
←−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : 1 : s] ⊂ L0(Ino(x, y, p, q, r)) .
Finally, let us show that
P2C − Eq(Ino(x, y, p, q, r)) =←−→e1, e3 ∪
⋃
s∈R
←−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : 1 : s] .
Let (gm)m∈N ⊂ Ino(x, y, p, q, r) be a sequence of distinct elements, then there exists
a sequence um = (km, lm, nm) ∈ Z3 of distinct elements such that:
gm =
 1 km + lmc+ nmx lmd+ nm (km + lmc) +
(
nm
2
)
x+ nmy
0 1 nm
0 0 1
 .
Since Gw is discrete we get rm = max{|km|, |lm|, |nm|} m→∞ // ∞. Now we can
assume that there exists u = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 − {0} such that r−1m um m→∞ // u, thus
gm m→∞
// P =
 0 k0 + l0c+ n0x l0d+ n0 (k0 + l0c) +
(
n0
2
)
x+ n0y
0 0 n0
0 0 0
 ,
Ker(P ) =

←−→e1, e2 if k0 + l0c+ n0x = 0←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : −l0d : k0 + l0c] if k0 + l0c 6= 0, n0 = 0
e1 in other case
This last convergence implies that Λ∗CoG is a real projective line. 
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Example 2.7. [Non-Abelian Kodaira groups of type 2] The next class of groups
we present are formally similar to the examples presented in 2.4 above, but this
new class does not seem to be related to fundamental groups of Kodaira surfaces.
Unlike the examples in 2.4 that have a line as their Kulkarni limit set, now ΛKul is
a cone of complex lines over a real projective line. Regarding the Conze-Guivarc’h
limit set, depending on the parameters, it can be either a real projective line, or a
family of real projective lines with a common fixed point, or a complex projective
line.
LetW ⊂ C be a rank one additive group and x ∈ W −{0}, z ∈ C and y ∈ R−Q.
Define
K1(W,x, y, z) =



1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1



1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1


n 
1 x+ y z0 1 y
0 0 1


m
: m,n ∈ Z, w ∈ W

 .
Then K1(W,x, y, z) is a non-Abelian discrete group which is a semi direct product
of the form (Z ⋊ Z)⋊ Z, and one has:
(1) The groupKer(Π|K1(W,x,y,z)) is Z and its control group is a dense subgroup
of R isomorphic to Z⊕ Z.
(2) From [11] we have that its Kulkarni limit set is :
ΛKul(L) =←−→e1, e2 ∪
⋃
r∈R
←−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : r : 1] .
2.3. Discrete purely parabolic which are not complex Kleinian. We now
present the discrete subgroups of Heis (3,C) that do not have a non-empty open
invariant set in P2
C
where the group acts properly discontinuously. These split in
two types, depending on whether or not their control group is discrete.
2.3.1. Groups with discrete control group.
These split in two types depending on whether or not the control group is trivial.
Example 2.8. [Dual Torus groups] Let W ⊂ C2 be a discrete additive subgroup
and define T ∗(W ) as in 2.5. If W has rank at least 3, then T ∗(W ) is discrete but
not complex Kleinian, see [5]. These groups have trivial control group.
Example 2.9. [Extended Inoue groups ] The following groups are non-Kleinian
discrete extensions of proper subgroups of fundamental groups of Inoue surfaces.
These have a discrete non-trivial control group. Let
I˜no(W,x, a, b, c) =

1 u v0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
m ,
with a, b, c, x ∈ C, m,n ∈ Z , and (u, v) ∈W where W ⊂ C2 is an additive discrete
subgroup satisfying:
i) (0, a− c) ∈ W, (0, π1(W )) ∈W, (0, c π2(W )) ∈ W , where π1, π2 are the coordi-
nate functions, i.e., π1(x, y) = x and π2(x, y) = y.
ii) W has rank at least 3; and
iii) either c /∈ R or c = a = b = 0.
As an example, If we takeW = {(m+ni, k+ li) ∈ C2 : k, l,m, n ∈ Z}, a = b = 0
and c = i we get Heis (3,Z[i]), the Heisenberg group with coefficients in Z[i].
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2.3.2. Groups with non-discrete control group.
These are of three types, and their control groups can have ranks 2, 3 and 4. The
rank imposes restrictions upon the parameters we use to define the groups. All
these groups arise from algebraic considerations, and we do not know whether or
not these are associated to geometric objects.
Example 2.10. [K˜ groups] The first family we present is similar to that in Example
2.7. Let W ⊂ C be a discrete additive subgroup of rank 2, and let a ∈ W − {0},
b ∈ C and c ∈ R−Q. Set:
K˜(W,x, a, b, c) =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, w ∈W
 .
We get an explicit example in this family by considering W = Z[i], x = b = 0,
a = 1 and c arbitrary irrational number.
For all these groups one has that the Kulkarni limit set is all of P2
C
. Hence ΩKul
and the equicontinuity regions are empty. The Conze-Guivarc’h limit set of the
dual action on Pˇ2
C
is a complex projective line, and it is not minimal. Its control
group is isomorphic to Z⊕ Z and it is dense in R.
In fact Let z ∈ C be any number, (kn), (mn) ⊂ Z and (wn) ⊂ W be sequences
of distinct elements such that the sequences:
(bmn + 1/2c(a+ c)(−1 +mn)mn + cmnkn + wn + 1/2kn(−1 + kn + 2x)− zmn)
(kn +mnc)
are bounded. Then1 0 wn0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
kn 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
mn
n→∞
//
0 a z0 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
which proves the claim.
Example 2.11. [H groups] Let W be again a rank 2 discrete additive subgroup of
C. Let k, l,m ∈ Z, w ∈ W , and x, a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ C satisfy: a 6= 0, {a, d, af − dc} ⊂
W , and let H be the group depending on all these parameters, defined by
H =



1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1



1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1


k 
1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1


l 
1 d+ f e0 1 f
0 0 1


m

 .
Assume further that for every real line ℓ ⊂ C passing through the origin we have
rank(ℓ ∩ SpanZ{1, c, f}) ≤ 2. This condition springs from [47], where the author
considers the density properties of finitely generated subgroups of rational points
on a commutative algebraic group over a number field. Additionally the following
restrictions should be imposed over the coefficients:
(1) if d = 0 then f /∈ R;
(2) if ad−1 /∈ R then there are r1, r2 ∈ Q such that
c =
a(f − r1)
d
− r2 .
The groups we get in this way have Z ⊕ ⊕Z ⊕ Z as control group, and they
all have limit set ΛKul = P
2
C
and Λ∗CoG a complex projective line, which is not
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minimal. The proof of these claims is as in the previous example and we leave it
for the reader.
We remark that in this family we can have examples where the control group
Π(H) is non-discrete but is not dense in C, as well as examples where Π(H) is dense
in C. Notice that the control group by definition is a subgroup of PSL(2,C). Yet,
in this case we consider here, each element in the control group is a translation, so
we can think of the control group as being an additive subgroup pf C.
For instance, taking W = Z[i], x = b = e = d = 0, f = i and c an irrational
number, we generate a discrete group with a non-discrete dense subgroup of C as
control group. However, taking W = Z[i], x = a = b = e = 0, c = i, d = 1 and
f = r+ is, where r, s ∈ R satisfy that {1, r, s} is a Q-linearly independent set, then
the corresponding discrete group has a dense subgroup of C as control group. This
shows that unlike the 1-dimensional case where purely parabolic groups have very
simple dynamics, in dimension 2 the two different dynamics described above, both
fairly rich, exist for control groups of purely parabolic groups.
Example 2.12. [K groups] Define
K = {gwgk1gl2gm3 gn4 : k, l,m, n ∈ Z, w ∈ W} ,
where W ⊂ C is a rank two additive discrete group,
gw =
1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
 ; g1 =
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
 ; g2 =
1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
 ;
g3 =
1 d+ f e0 1 f
0 0 1
 ; g4 =
1 g + j h0 1 j
0 0 1
 ,
and x, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j ∈ C are subject to the conditions: a(|d| + |g|) 6= 0,
{a, d, g, dj − gf, af − cd, aj − cg} ⊂W . Furthermore:
(1) If g = 0, then there are r0, r1, r2, r3 ∈ Q such that r1 6= 0 and
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3 < 0;
such that:
j =
r2 + r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2
;
a = d
r2 − r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2r1
;
c = (f − r4) r2 − r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2r1
− r5
(2) If ad−1 /∈ R, then there are r1, r2, s1, t1, s2, t2, s3, t3 ∈ R such that:
g = r1a+ r2d , r2t2 6= t3 ,
f =
A2 ± (c+ t2)
√
A1
2 (r2t2 − t3) , j =
A3 ± (cr2 + t3)
√
A1
2 (r2t2 − t3) ,
where:
A1 = (−r2s2 + r1t2 − s3 − t1) 2 − 4 (r2s1t2 − r1s2t3 + r2s2s3 − r1t1t2 + s3t1 − s1t3) ,
A2 = −cr2s2 − cr1t2 + cs3 − ct1 + r2s2t2 − r1t22 + s3t2 − 2s2t3 − t1t2 ,
A3 = r2 (cr1t2 + s3 (c+ 2t2)− ct1 − s2t3) + t3 (−r1 (2c+ t2)− s3 − t1)− cr22s2 .
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The groups we get in this way are all discrete with Kulkarni limit set P2
C
and
Conze-Guivarc’h limit set (for the dual action) a complex projective line, which is
never minimal set. The proof is exactly as in the previous case.
As in the previous example, it is interesting to study the different dynamics one
can get in the control groups in this family, and to distinguish distinct points in
the corresponding representation variety. Two interesting examples illustrate this.
The first of these yields a rank 4 control group which is dense in C but contain
no rank 3 subgroup which is dense in C (cf. [38]). For this, take W = Z[i],
x = b = e = g = h = 0, a = 1, c an arbitrary irrational number, f = ci and
j = d = i. Its control group is generated by {1, c, ic, i}. A second interesting
example is obtained by taking W = Z[i], x = a = b = e = h = 0, c = d = i,
f = iπ−√2, j = π+ i√2 and g = 1. The corresponding control group is generado
by {1, i, iπ−√2, π+ i√2}; it is dense in C and it contains a rank 3 subgroup which
is dense in C, cf [38].
This type of behavior is important when studying non-discrete subgroups of Lie
groups, see for instance [47, 38].
3. The classification theorems
We now provide a complete classification of the purely parabolic discrete sub-
groups of PSL(3,C).
Theorem 3.1. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a complex Kleinian discrete subgroup. Then
G does not contain loxodromic elements if, and only if, there exists a normal sub-
group G0 ⊂ G of finite index such that G0 is purely parabolic and it is conjugate to
one (and only one) of the following groups:
(1) A Torus group T (W ) as in Example 2.1.
(2) An elliptic group Ell(W,µ) as in Example 2.2.
(3) An Abelian Kodaira group Kod0(W,R,L) as in Example 2.3.
(4) A non-Abelian Kodaira group Kod1(W,x, y, z) as in Example 2.4.
(5) A dual Torus group T ∗(W ) as in Example 2.5.
(6) An Inoue group Ino(x,y,p,q,r) as in Example 2.6.
(7) A group K1(W,x, y, z) as in Example 2.7.
Theorem 3.2. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete subgroup which is not Kleinian.
Then G does not contain loxodromic elements if, and only if, there exists a normal
subgroup G0 ⊂ G of finite index such that G0 is purely parabolic and it is conjugate
to one (and only one) of the following groups:
(1) A dual Torus group T ∗(W ) as in Example 2.8.
(2) An extended Inoue group I˜no(W,x, a, b, c) as in Example 2.9.
(3) A group K˜ as in Example 2.10.
(4) An H-group as in Example 2.11.
(5) A K-group as in Example 2.12.
Concerning the dynamics we have:
Theorem 3.3. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be as in Theorem 3.1. Then:
(1) The Kulkarni limit set ΛKul is:
• A line in cases (1) to (4).
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• Either a line or a pencil of lines with a common fixed point and base
a real projective in the case (5). This is determined by the group W
used in its definition, as explained in Example 2.5.
• A pencil of lines with a common fixed point and base a real projective
in cases (6) and (7).
(2) Concerning the Conze-Guivarc’h set Λ∗CoG of the action on the dual Pˇ
2
C
:
• It is the projective dual of the Kulkarni limit set ΛKul in all cases but
(4).
• It is a minimal set in cases (1) to (4), and in cases (1) to (4) it actually
is the unique minimal set.
• For the groups T ∗(W ), case (5), it is either a point or a real projective
line, and each point in ΛCG(G
∗) is globally fixed.
• If G is an Inoue group, case (6), then ΛCG(G∗) is a real projective line
and it is not minimal because it always fixes a point.
• In case (7), the limit set depends on the parameters and it can be either
a real projective line, or a family of real projective lines with a common
fixed point, or a complex projective line.
Theorem 3.4. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a purely parabolic discrete non-Kleinian
group.
(1) One has ΛKul = P
2
C
for all groups in Theorem 3.2.
(2) The set Λ∗CoG is a complex projective line and it is never minimal.
Concerning the region of discontinuity, this is empty in all non-Kleinian cases.
In the Kleinian case we have:
Theorem 3.5. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a purely parabolic complex Kleinian group.
Then:
(1) The Kulkarni region of discontinuity, ΩKul := P
2
C
\ΛKul , is in all cases the
largest set where the action is properly discontinuous.
(2) The equicontinuity region Eq coincides with ΩKul in all cases but (4): for
the non-Abelian Kodaira Kleinian groups, Kod1, the set Eq can be empty
or a cone over a family of real projective spaces.
(3) ΩKul is biholomorphic to:
(a) C2 in cases (1) to (4) of Theorem 3.1.
(b) In case (5), to either C2 or C× (H+∪H−) where H± are the open half
planes in C, depending on whether ΛKul is a line or a pencil of lines.
(c) In cases (6) and (7), this is C × (H+ ∪ H−) where H± are the open
half planes in C.
4. Purely parabolic groups are virtually triangularizable
We now provide a criterium (Theorem 4.4) to ensure that a discrete group in
PSL(3,C) contains loxodromic elements. Recall from [26] that a discrete group
G ⊂ PSL(3,C) acts strongly irreducibly on P2
C
if there are no points or lines with
finite orbit. It follows from [6, Lemma 4.2] that for such groups the Kulkarni limit
set contains at least three lines in general position. Thus Proposition 4.10 in [3]
can be stated as follows:
Lemma 4.1. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group acting strongly irreducibly on
P2
C
, then G contains a loxodromic element.
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Now we have:
Lemma 4.2. If G ⊂ PSL(3,C) is a discrete group without loxodromic elements,
then G is either affine or weakly semi-controllable.
Proof. Since discrete groups in PSL(3,C) acting strongly irreducibly on P2
C
contain
loxodromic elements by Lemma 4.1, we can assume that there exists a non-empty
proper subspace l ⊂ P2
C
such that l has a finite orbit under the action of G. Observe
that by duality we can assume l is a point; let l1, . . . , lk be the orbit of l under G.
Let U be the projective space generated by {l1, . . . , lk}; clearly U is G-invariant.
We claim that U is either a point or a line. Assume, on the contrary, that U =
P2
C
. Let g ∈ G be a parabolic element, then there exist s ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
ls /∈ ΛKul(〈g〉) then ls has infinite orbit under the cyclic group 〈g〉, which is a
contradiction.

If G ⊂ PSL(3,C) does not contain loxodromic elements, then Lemma 4.2 implies
that G has either an invariant line or an invariant pencil of lines. The following
lemma gives restrictions upon the action of G on the invariant line or the pencil.
Lemma 4.3. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group without loxodromic elements.
(1) If G is affine then the action of G on the invariant line does not contain a
subgroup conjugate to a dense subgroup of SO(3).
(2) If G is weakly semi-controllable then the control group of G does not contain
a subgroup conjugate to a dense subgroup of SO(3).
Proof. Let us show only the case when G is weakly semi-controllable, the proof in
the affine case is similar. As before, let Π be the projection to the control group.
Let us proceed by contradiction, we claim:
Claim 1.- The group Π(G) contains an element with infinite order. Let (gn)n∈N
be an enumeration of G. Let Hm = Π(〈g1, . . . gm〉), if each group is finite, then
by the classification of subgroups in PSL(2,C) with finite order, we conclude that
for m large Hm is either cyclic or dihedral, therefore the control group Π(G) is a
subgroup of the infinite dihedral group, which is not possible. Let m0 ∈ N be such
that the group H = Hm0 is infinite, by Tits alternative [44], H either contains
a solvable subgroup S of finite index or a non-commutative free group F . If H
contains a free subgroup F there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that H
contains a finite index solvable subgroup S. Since S ⊂ SO(2) is a solvable group,
then the Zariski closure of S, that we denote S
Z
, is a solvable lie group with a finite
number of connected components. If S
Z
0 denotes the connected component of the
identity we get that S0 = S ∩ SZ0 is a finite index subgroup. By the Borel fixed
point theorem [17] we have Fix(s1) = Fix(s2) for every s1, s2 ∈ S0, therefore there
exists ϑ ∈ PSL(2,C) and S˜ an infinite, finitely generated subgroup of S1 such that
ϑS0ϑ
−1 = {az : a ∈ S˜}.
So S contains an infinite order element.
Claim 2.- G contains a subgroup G0 such that Π(G0) is non-commutative and
torsion free group. Let ρ1, ρ2 ∈ Π(G) be such that ρ1 has infinite order, ρ2 does
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not have order 2 and Fix(ρ1) ∩ Fix(ρ2) = ∅, then there exists n ∈ N such that
Fix(ρ1) ∩ Fix(ρn2ρ1ρ−n2 ) = ∅. By Selberg’s lemma, see [37], there exists a natural
number k such that G1 = 〈ρk1 , (ρn2 ρ1ρ−n2 )k〉 is torsion free, clearlyG1 is non-Abelian.
Finally, define G0 = Π
−1(G1).
Finally, let g1, g2 ∈ G0 be such that Π(g1g2g−11 g−12 ) has infinite order, then
g1g2g
−1
1 g
−1
2 has a lift ρ ∈ SL(3,C), given by
ρ =
(
1 b
0 B
)
where B ∈ SO(3) has infinite order and b ∈ C2. Clearly ρ is non-diagonalizable,
with unitary eigenvalues and infinite order. Therefore G is non-discrete. 
Now we prove the following extension of the Lie-Kolchin Theorem [40], in which
we allow the existence of non-unipotent elements.
Theorem 4.4. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group without loxodromic elements.
Then there exists a normal subgroup G0 of G with finite index such that G0 leaves
invariant a full flag in P2
C
, i.e., the group G0 is simultaneously triangularizable.
Proof. LetG ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group without loxodromic elements, then by
Lemma 4.2 we know that G has a proper non-empty projective subspace p invariant
under G. Here we prove the case where p is a point; the other case is analogous,
considering a line ℓ as a point in Pˇ2
C
. Since G does not contain loxodromic elements,
neither Π(G) does, and by Corollary 13.7 in [22] we have that P1
C
− Eq(Π(G)) is
either empty or contains a single point. If P1
C
− Eq(Π(G)) contains a single point,
then G is simultaneously triangularizable. So we assume P1
C
= Eq(Π(G)). Then
Lemma 4.3 implies that Π(G) is either finite or it is a subgroup of the infinite
dihedral group Dih∞. If Π(G) is finite, it is enough to consider G0 = Ker(Π|G);
if Π(G) ⊂ Dih∞ then consider G0 = {g ∈ G : Π(g) ∈ Rot∞}, where Rot∞ is the
group of rotations about the origin. 
Corollary 4.5. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group without loxodromic ele-
ments, then G is virtually finitely generated.
Proof. Since G does not contain loxodromic elements, we know that G contains
a finite index subgroup which is triangularizable and therefore solvable. It is well
known that discrete solvable groups are finitely generated, see [2]. 
5. A Tits-inspired alternative for purely parabolic groups
The following theorem is a reminiscent of the Tits alternative for linear groups:
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a purely parabolic discrete group in PSL(3,C). Then G is
either virtually unipotent or it contains a subgroup of finite index which is conjugate
to:
G =

1 w 00 1 0
0 0 η(w)
 : w ∈W, n ∈ Z
 ,
with W a discrete additive subgroup of C2 and η :W → S1 a group morphism.
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This section is divided into four subsections: in 5.1 and 5.2 we show that every
discrete solvable group with an irrational ellipto-parabolic element, is Abelian. In
5.3 we prove that every solvable Abelian group is contained in a solvable Abelian Lie
group in PSL(3,C), and such Lie groups are completely described. Finally, in 5.4
we prove Theorem 5.1; and we also prove Theorem 0.1, stated in the introduction.
5.1. Solvable groups with an irrational ellipto-parabolic element.
Lemma 5.2. Let α ∈ S1 be an element with infinite order and a, b, c, x, y, z ∈ C.
If |x|+ |y| 6= 0, then the group
G =
〈
g1 =
1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1
 , g2 =
1 a b0 α3 c
0 0 1
〉 ,
is non-discrete.
Proof. Let h ∈ PSL(3,C) be given by:
h =
1 a(1 − α3)−1 b0 1 −c(1− α3)−1
0 0 1
 .
A straightforward computation shows:
hg2h
−1 =
1 0 b+ ac(1− α3)−10 α3 0
0 0 1
 , hg1h−1 =
1 x z + cx(1− α3)−10 1 y
0 0 1
 .
We take a = c = 0. Set gn = g
n
2 g1g
−n
2 and observe that we have:
gn = g
n
2 g1g
−n
2 =
1 xα−3n z0 1 yα3n
0 0 1
 .
Clearly (gn) contains a convergent sequence of distinct elements, proving the lemma.

Now we need some technical lemmas:
Lemma 5.3. Let ϑ ∈ S1 \ ±1, then
β1 = {(0, 1), (ϑ, ϑ), (2ϑ2, ϑ2), (3ϑ3, ϑ3)} ⊂ C2 ,
is an R-linearly independent set.
Proof. If ϑ = cos(θ) + i sin(θ), then β1 is a R-linearly independent because the
determinant ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 0 1 0
cos(θ) sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
2 cos(2θ) 2 sin(2θ) cos(2θ) sin(2θ)
3 cos(3θ) 3 sin(3θ) cos(3θ) sin(3θ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 4(sin θ)
4
is equal to 0 if and only if ϑ = ±1. 
Lemma 5.4. Let ϑ ∈ S1 \ {±1} be a non-zero complex number satisfying:
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(1) The set
β2 = {(0, 1), ϑ(1, 1), ϑ2(2, 1), ϑ3(3, 1), ϑ4(4, 1)} ⊂ C2,
is Q-linearly dependent;
(2) The number Re(ϑ) is not a root of the polynomial:
192x7 − 64x6 + 496x5 + 288x4 + 510x3 + 209x+ 8.
Then there exists α ∈ C∗ such that:
(α, 0) ∈ SpanZ{ϑj(j, 1) : j ∈ {0, . . . , 5}}.
Proof. Since β2 is a Q-linearly dependent set, there are m0,m1,m2,m3,m4 ∈ Z
such that:
m4ϑ
4(4, 1) = m3ϑ
3(3, 1) +m2ϑ
2(2, 1) +m1ϑ(1, 1) +m0(0, 1) ,
and m4 6= 0. Thus we get the following equations:
4m4ϑ
3 = 3m3ϑ
2 + 2m2ϑ+m1 ,
m4ϑ
4 = m3ϑ
3 +m2ϑ
2 +m1ϑ+m0 .
Let us consider p1(x), p2(x) ∈ Z[x] be given by:
p1(x) = −4m4x3 + 3m3x2 + 2m2x+m1 ,
p2(x) = −m4x4 +m3x3 +m2x2 +m1x+m0 .
Clearly p1(ϑ) = p2(ϑ) = 0. Thus there are r1, r2, r3 ∈ R such that:
p1(x) = −4m4(x− ϑ)(x − ϑ−1)(x − r1)
= −4m4x3 + 4m4(2Re(ϑ) + r1)x2 − 4m4(1 + 2r1Re(ϑ))x + 4m4r1 ,
p2(x) = −4m4(x− ϑ)(x − ϑ−1)(x2 + r2x+ r3)
= −4m4x4 − 4m4(−2Re(ϑ) + r2)x3 − 4m4(1− 2r2Re(ϑ) + r3)x2
−4m4(r2 − 2Re(ϑ)r3)x− 4m4r3 .
By comparing the coefficients of p1 and p2 with the previous equations we get:
(5.1)
m1 = 4m4r1 ,
2m2 = −4m4(1 + 2r1Re(ϑ)) ,
3m3 = 4m4(2Re(ϑ) + r1) ,
m0 = −4m4r3 ,
m1 = −4m4(r2 − 2r3Re(ϑ)) ,
m2 = −4m4(1− 2r2Re(ϑ) + r3) ,
m3 = −4m4(r2 − 2Re(ϑ)) .
This yields the following linear system:
r1 + r2 − 2r3Re(ϑ) = 0 ,
2r1Re(ϑ) + 4r2Re(ϑ)− 2r3 = 1 ,
r1 + 3r3 = 4Re(ϑ) .
Solving the system by Cramer’s rule we get:
(5.2)
r1 =
Re(ϑ)(16Re2(ϑ) − 7)
2(1−Re2(ϑ)) ; r2 =
−Re(ϑ)(8Re2(ϑ) + 3)
2(1−Re2(ϑ)) ; r3 =
4Re2(ϑ)− 1
2(1−Re2(ϑ)) .
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On the other hand, from the first 3 equalities in the system (5.1) we deduce that
Re(ϑ) = pq−1, where p, q ∈ Z are co-primes. Let us define:
n0 = (4Re
2(ϑ)− 1)q4 ,
n1 = (−Re(ϑ)− 16Re3(ϑ)))q4 ,
n2 = (1 + 8Re
2(ϑ) + 16Re4(ϑ))q4 ,
n3 = (−7Re(ϑ)− 4Re3(ϑ))q4 ,
n4 = (2− 2Re2(ϑ))q4 .
which are integers. From Equation (5.2) we deduce:
n4ϑ
4(4, 1) = n3ϑ
3(3, 1) + n2ϑ
2(2, 1) + n1ϑ(1, 1) + n0(0, 1) .
This implies:
ϑ5 = n−24 (n0n3 + (n0n4 + n1n3)ϑ+ (n1n4 + n2n3)ϑ
2 + (n2n4 + n
2
3)ϑ
3) .
Thus:
n24ϑ
5(5, 1) = n0n3(0, 1) + (n0n4 + n1n3)ϑ(1, 1) + (n1n4 + n2n3)ϑ
2(2, 1)
+(n2n4 + n
2
3)ϑ
3(3, 1) + (5n0n3 + 4(n0n4 + n1n3)ϑ+ 3(n1n4 + n2n3)ϑ
2
+2(n2n4 + n
2
3)ϑ
3)(1, 0) .
Finally let us show that
5n0n3 + 4(n0n4 + n1n3)ϑ+ 3(n1n4 + n2n3)ϑ
2 + 2(n2n4 + n
2
3)ϑ
3 6= 0 .
Define p3(x) = 5n0n3+4(n0n4+n1n3)x+3(n1n4+n2n3)x
2+2(n2n4+n
2
3)x
3. We
need to show p3(ϑ) 6= 0. Assume, on the contrary, that p3(ϑ) = 0.
Now we notice:
n2n4 + n
2
3 = q
8(2 + 63Re2(ϑ) + 72Re4(ϑ)− 16Re6(ϑ)) 6= 0.
Hence p3(x) is a cubic polynomial with coefficients in Z. Finally, since ϑ is a root
of p3(x), there exists r0 ∈ R such that
p3(x) = 2(n2n4 + n
2
3)(x − ϑ)(x− ϑ−1)(x− r0)
= 2(n2n4 + n
2
3)(x
3 − (r0 + 2Re(ϑ))x2 + (1 + 2r0Re(ϑ))x− r0) .
By comparing the quadratic coefficients of p3 we obtain:
−2(n2n4 + n23)(2Re(ϑ) + r0) = 3(n1n4 + n2n3) .
Substituting the values of the ni’s we get the following equivalent equality:
192Re(ϑ)7− 64Re(ϑ)6+496Re(ϑ)5+288Re(ϑ)4+510Re(ϑ)3+209Re(ϑ)+ 8 = 0 ,
which contradicts our inicial hypothesis. 
Lemma 5.5. Let α ∈ S1 be an element with infinite order and x, y, z, β, µ, ν ∈ C.
If | x | + | y |6= 0, the group
G =
〈
g1 =
1 z x0 1 y
0 0 1
 , g2 =
1 β µ0 1 ν
0 0 α−3
〉 ,
is non-discrete.
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Proof. Notice first that β = 0 implies that g2 is an elliptic element with infinite
order, which makes G non-discrete. So we assume that β 6= 0 and G is discrete.
An easy computation shows:
G0 = [G,G] =

1 0 a0 1 b
0 0 1
 : (a, b) ∈W
 ,
where W is a discrete additive subgroup of C2. Consider g = [gij ] = [g2, [g2, g1]].
Then g ∈ G0 and g13g23 6= 0, so after conjugating with an upper triangular element,
if necessary, we can assume that (1, 1) ∈ W . A straightforward computation shows:
gn2
1 0 10 1 1
0 0 1
 g−n2 =
1 0 α3n(nβ + 1)0 1 α3n
0 0 1
 ;
thus {α3n(nβ + 1, 1) : n ∈ Z} ⊂W . Now we claim:
Claim 1.- The set A = {α3n(nβ + 1, 1) : n = 0, 1, 2, 3} is an R-linearly indepen-
dent set. Assume on the contrary, that there are r0, r1, r2, r3 ∈ R not all equal to
0 such that:
0 =
∑3
j=0 rjα
3j(jβ + 1, 1)
=
(∑3
j=0 rjα
3j , 0
)
+
∑3
j=0 βrjα
3j(j, 1)
=
∑3
j=0 βrjα
3j(j, 1) .
Thus {α3j(j, 1) : j = 0, 1, 2, 3} is R-linearly dependent, which is a contradiction.
Claim 2.- A = {α3j(j, 1) : j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4} is a Q-linearly dependent set. Observe
that B = {α3j(βj + 1, 1) : j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4} is Q-linearly dependent; then using
similar arguments as in the previous claim, we get that A is Q-linearly dependent.
Claim 3.- There is d ∈ C∗ such that (d, 0) ∈ W . By Lemma 5.4, there exists
c ∈ C∗ and m0, . . . ,m5 ∈ Z such that
(c, 0) =
5∑
j=0
mjα
3j(j, 1),
thus
(cβ, 0) =
5∑
j=0
mjα
3j(jβ + 1, 1).
Finally let (mn) ⊂ Z such that (α3mn) is a sequence of distinct elements which
converge to 1 and d ∈ C∗ such that (d, 0) ∈W , thus
gm = g
mn
1
1 0 d0 1 0
0 0 1
 g−mn1 =
1 0 α3mnd0 1 0
0 0 1

n→∞
//
1 0 d0 1 0
0 0 1

which is a contradiction, thus G is non-discrete. 
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Lemma 5.6. Let α ∈ S1 be an element with infinite order and x, y, z, β, µ, ν ∈ C.
If |x|+ |y| 6= 0, then the group
G =
〈
g1 =
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 , g2 =
α−3 β µ0 1 ν
0 0 1
〉
is non-discrete.
Proof. Consider the group morphism ρ : PSL(3,C)→ PSL(3,C) given by ρ([M ]) =
(M t)−1. We claim that ρ(G) is non-discrete, which will prove the lemma. For this,
notice that Lemma 5.5 implies:0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
t−1 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 =
1 −z zx− y0 1 −x
0 0 1
 ,
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
α−3 β µ0 1 ν
0 0 1
t−1 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 =
1 −ν α3(βν − µ)0 1 −βα3
0 0 α3
 ,
and the result follows. 
5.2. Commutator group of solvable discrete groups containing irrational
ellipto-parabolic elements. In the following, if g ∈ GL (3,C), then gij will de-
note the ij-th element of the matrix g. Let us define
Definition 5.7. Let us define a group U+ by:
U+ =

g11 g12 g130 g22 g23
0 0 g33
 : g11g22g33 = 1

and the group morphisms Π∗ : U+ → Mob(C) and λ12, λ23.λ13 : U+ → C∗, given
by:
Π∗([gij ])z = g11g
−1
22 z + g12g
−1
22 ,
λ12([gij ]) = g11g
−1
22 ,
λ23([gij ]) = g22g
−1
33 ,
λ13([gij ]) = g11g
−1
33 .
Notice that the elements in U+ are equivalence classes of matrices. Yet, since dif-
ferent representatives of the same projective transformation differ by multiplication
by a scalar, the above homomorphisms are all well-defined.
Lemma 5.8. Let G ⊂ U+ be a discrete group, then G contains a finite index
torsion free subgroup G0 such that the following groups are torsion free: the control
group Π(G0), the dual control group Π
∗(G0), λ12(G0), λ13(G0) and λ23(G0).
Proof. By Selberg’s lemma, we can assume that G is torsion free. Now consider
the control group Π|G. Notice that:
Step 1.- We can apply Selberg’s lemma to the group Π(G) to get a finite index
subgroup G1 ⊂ Π(G) which is torsion free.
Step 2.- Define G˜ = f−1(G1) and notice this is a finite index subgroup in G.
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Step 3.- Using Selberg’s lemma again, we get a torsion free, finite index subgroup
G2 of G˜.
Paso 4.- Notice that G2, which is torsion free, has finite index in G and its control
group Π(G2) also is torsion free.
We may now follow this same process with the groups G2 and Π ∗ |G2 , granting
the existence of a finite index, torsion free subgroup G3 of G for which Π
∗(G2) is
torsion free. Notice this same process can be applied to the morphisms λ12(G0),
λ13(G0) y λ23(G0), thus proving the lemma. 
The following immediate consequence of Lemma 5.8 is of interest in itself:
Corollary 5.9. Let G be an upper triangular discrete subgroup of SL(3,C). Then
G has a finite index subgroup that does not contain neither elliptic, nor rational
screws, nor rational ellipto-parabolic elements.
We refer to [21, Chapter 4] for the definition of rational screws, which are all
loxodromic elements.
Lemma 5.10. Let G ⊂ U+ be a discrete group such that the groups λ12(G), λ23(G),
λ13(G) are torsion free. If g ∈ G is an irrational ellipto-parabolic element, then g
belongs to the center of G, i.e., g conmutes with every element of G.
Proof. Assume on the contrary, that there exists an element h = [hij ] ∈ G such
that [g, h] 6= Id. Then there are x, y, z ∈ C such that
[g, h] =
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 .
Now consider the following cases:
Case 1.- We have o(λ12(g)) = o(λ23(g)) =∞, where o( ) means the order. Since
G is discrete we deduce that λ13(g) = 1; by Lemma 5.2 we have x = z = 0 but
y 6= 0. We deduce Π∗[g, h] = Π[g, h] = Id, g13 6= 0 and o(λ13(h)) =∞, therefore
hngh−n =
g11 g12 (λ13(h))ng130 g−211 g23
0 0 g11
 .
So the sequence (hngh−n)n∈Z contains a subsequence of distinct elements which
converges to a projective transformation and G is non-discrete.
Case 2. We have o(λ12(g)) = ∞ and λ23(g) = 1. Since G is discrete we deduce
that g23 6= 0; by Lemma 5.6, we deduce x = y = 0 but z 6= 0. Therefore Π∗[g, h] =
Id and o(λ23(h)) =∞. Then:
hngh−n =
g−211 g12 g130 g11 λn23(h)g23
0 0 g11
 .
Thus (hngh−n)n∈Z contains a subsequence of distinct elements which converges to
a projective transformation.
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Case 3. We have o(λ23(g)) = ∞ and λ12(g) = 1. Again, since G is discrete we
deduce g12 6= 0; also by Lemma 5.5 we deduce x = z = 0 but y 6= 0. Therefore
Π[g, h] = Id and o(λ12(h)) =∞. As in the previous cases we get:
hngh−n =
g11 λn23(h)g12 g130 g11 g23
0 0 g−211
 ,
so (hngh−n) contains a subsequence of distinct elements which converges to a pro-
jective transformation.
Thus we have shown that under the assumption that G is not commutative we
get that G is non-discrete, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.11. Let G ⊂ U+ be a discrete group such that the groups λ12(G), λ23(G),
λ13(G) are torsion free. If G contains an irrational ellipto-parabolic element, then
G is Abelian.
Proof. We consider when o(λ12(g)) = o(λ23(g)) =∞. Since G is discrete we deduce
that λ13(g) = 1. It not hard to check that there exists h ∈ U+ such that
hgh−1 =
g11 0 a0 g−211 0
0 0 g11
 .
where a 6= 0. Since every element β ∈ G commutes with g, thus
hβh−1 =
β11 0 b0 β−211 0
0 0 β11
 .
Clearly this shows G is commutative.
We can apply similar arguments when either o(λ12(g)) or o(λ23(g)) is finite to
show that in any case G is commutative. 
5.3. Abelian groups. The following list of Abelian Lie Groups will be useful to
state the lemma bellow
Definition 5.12.
C1 =

α−2 0 00 α β
0 0 α
 : α ∈ C∗, β ∈ C
 , C2 =

1 0 β0 1 γ
0 0 1
 : β, γ ∈ C
 ,
C3 =

1 α β0 1 α
0 0 1
 : α, β ∈ C
 , C4 =

1 α β0 1 0
0 0 1
 : α, β ∈ C
 ,
C5 = Diag(3,C) =

α 0 00 β 0
0 0 α−1β−1
 : α, β ∈ C∗
 .
Lemma 5.13. Let G ⊂ U+ be a commutative group, then there is j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and G˜ ⊂ Cj such that G and G˜ are conjugate.
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Proof. Since G is commutative we deduce that Π∗(G) and Π(G) are Abelian groups.
Now consider the following cases:
Case 1.- The groups Π∗(G) and Π(G) contains a parabolic element. In this case,
Since Π∗(G),Π(G) ⊂ Mob(C) are Abelian, we deduce that Π∗(G) and Π(G) are
purely parabolic, it i.e, G ⊂ Ker(λ12) ∩Ker(λ13).
Claim 1.- There is an element h ∈ G such that Π(g) and Π∗(g) are parabolic.
Let g1, g2 ∈ G such that Π(g1) and Π(g2) are parabolic, then , taking a power of g2
if necessary, we can assume that Π(g1g2) and Π
∗(g1g2) are not the identity, since
G ⊂ Ker(λ12)∩Ker(λ13) we deduce that Π(g1g2) and Π∗(g1g2) are both parabolic.
Let h ∈ G be the element given by the previous claim, then
h =
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1

where ac 6= 0. Let us define h0 ∈ PSL(3,C) by
h0 =
a−1 0 00 1 0
0 0 c
 .
Then a straightforward computation shows that for every g = [gij ] ∈ h0Gh−10
[h0hh
−1
0 , g] =
1 0 −g12 + g230 1 0
0 0 1

since G is Abelian we deduce g12 = g23.
Case 2.- The group Π∗(G) contains a parabolic element but Π(G) does not.
Under this assumption, we deduce Π∗(G) is purely parabolic and there exists w ∈ C
such that Π(G)w = w, hence G ⊂ Ker(λ12). We define
h =
1 0 00 1 w
0 0 1
 ,
by a straightforward computation we show that for every g ∈ G, there exist cg ∈ C
such that:
hgh−1 =
g11 g12 cg0 g11 0
0 0 g−211
 .
We notice G1 = hGh
−1 leaves invariant ←−→e1, e3, so Π1 : G1 → Mob(C), given by
Π1([gij ]) = g11g
−1
33 z + g13g
−1
33 is a well defined group morphism. Now we only need
to consider the following sub-cases:
Sub case 1.- The group Π1(G1) contains a parabolic element. Thus Π1(G1) is
purely parabolic, which shows that G1 ⊂ Ker(λ13).
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Sub case 2.- The group Π1(G1) does not contain a parabolic element. Thus there
exists p ∈ C such that Π1(G1)p = p, we define
h1 =
1 0 p0 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
it is clear that for every g ∈ G1 we have
h1hgh
−1h−11 =
g11 g12 00 g11 0
0 0 g−211
 ,
Now is trivial that in this case the group is conjugate to a subgroup in C1.
Case 3.- The group Π∗(G) does not contain a parabolic element but Π(G) does.
We deduce that Π(G) is purely parabolic and there exist z ∈ C such that Π∗(G)z =
z. Clearly G ⊂ Ker(λ23), we define
h =
1 z 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
now it is not hard to check for every g ∈ G there exists cg such that:
hgh−1 =
g−211 0 cg0 g11 g13
0 0 g11
 .
Now we can consider Π2 = Πe2,←−→e1,e3 , thus Π2(G) ⊂ Mob(C) is an Abelian group.
So we must consider the following sub cases:
Sub case 1.- The group Π2(G) contains a parabolic element. We get Π2(G) is
purely parabolic, which shows that G ⊂ Ker(λ13).
Sub-case 2.- The group Π2(G) does not contain a parabolic element. Again there
exists p ∈ C such that Π2(G)p = p. Define
h1 =
1 0 p0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
One can show that for every g ∈ G:
h1hgh
−1h−11 =
g−211 0 00 g11 g13
0 0 g11
 .
Case 4.- The groups Π∗(G) and Π(G) does not contain parabolic elements. In
this setting, there are z, w ∈ C such that Π∗(G)z = z and Π(G)w = w. Define
h =
1 z 00 1 w
0 0 1
 .
Then for every g = [gij ] ∈ G there exists cg ∈ C such that:
hgh−1 =
g11 0 cg0 g22 0
0 0 g33
 .
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Consider the following sub-cases:
Sub case 1.- The group Π2(G) contains a parabolic element. Thus Π2(G) is
purely parabolic, which shows that G ⊂ Ker(λ13).
Sub case 2.- The group Π2(G) does not contain a parabolic element. We know
there exists p ∈ C such that Π2(G)p = p, let
h1 =
1 0 p0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
Then the subgroup h1hGh
−1h−11 contains only diagonal elements. 
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.14. Let G ⊂ U+ be a discrete torsion free group such that the group
Ker(Π|G) is trivial and each element in g ∈ G has the formα−2 0 00 α β
0 0 α
 ,
where | α |= 1. Then there exist W ⊂ C a discrete additive subgroup and a group
morphism η :W → S1 such that:
G =

η(w)−2 0 00 η(w) η(w)w
0 0 η(w)
 : w ∈W
 .
Proof. Let us define ζ : G → C by ζ([gij ]) = g23g−133 . A standard computation
shows that ζ is a group morphism and Ker(ζ) is trivial. Then the following is a
well defined group morphism
η : ζ(G)→ C∗
x 7→ π22(ζ−1(x)).
Clearly
G =

η(w)−2 0 00 η(w) η(w)w
0 0 η(w)
 : w ∈ ζ(G)
 .
Claim 1.- The group ζ(G) is discrete. Assume on the contrary, that ζ(G) is
non-discrete. Then there exists a sequence (gn)n∈N ⊂ G of distinct elements such
that (ζ(gn))n∈N is a sequence of distinct elements and ζ(gn) m→∞
// 1. Then
gn =
η(ζ(gn))−2 0 00 η(ζ(gn)) η(ζ(gn))ζ(gn)
0 0 η(ζ(gn))
 .
Since η(G) ⊂ S1, we deduce that (gn) contains a convergent subsequence, which is
a contradiction. Therefore ζ(G) is discrete. 
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Lemma 5.15. Let G ⊂ PSL(3,C) be a discrete group where each element has the
form:
g =
a−2 0 00 a 0
0 0 a
 .
Then G is virtually cyclic.
Proof. Define ρ12 : G→ R by ρ12(g) = log(|λ12|), clearly ρ12 is a well defined group
morphism, Ker(ρ12) = {g ∈ g : |λ12| = 1} and ρ12(G) is discrete. Let G0 ⊂ G be a
torsion free subgroup of G with finite index. Clearly ρ12|G0 is injective and ρ12(G0)
is cyclic. 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let G ⊂ U+ be a discrete group
which contains an element g0 which satisfies max{o(λ12), oλ23(g)} =∞. By Lemma
5.8, G contains a finite index subgroupG0 for which the groupsG0, λ12(G0),λ23(G0),
Π∗(G0) and Π(G0) are torsion free and finitely generated. Then by Lemma 5.10 G0
is Abelian. Therefore by Lemma 5.13 the group G0 is conjugate to a group G0 ⊂ G
and G lives either in Diag(3,C) or in C1. Then theorem follows from Lemmas 5.14
and 5.15. 
6. The λ-lemma
The following is an improvement of the λ-Lemma in [34] that we use in the
sequel. This is inspired by the classical λ-Lemma of Palis and De Melo [35].
Lemma 6.1. Let (gn) ⊂ G be a sequence of distinct elements, then there exist a
subsequence (hn) ⊂ (gn) and pseudo projective maps P,Q ∈ SP (3,C) satisfying:
(1) hn m→∞
// P and h−1n m→∞
// Q.
(2)
Im(P ) ⊂ Ker(Q) ,
Im(Q) ⊂ Ker(P ) ,
dim(Im(P )) + dim(Ker(P )) = 1 ,
dim(Im(Q)) + dim(Ker(Q)) = 1 .
(3) For every point x ∈ Ker(P ) we get
Ker(Q) =
⋃
xn→x
{accumulation points of (hn(xn))}.
(4) If Ω ⊂ P2
C
is an open set on which G acts properly discontinuously, then
either Ker(P ) ⊂ P2
C
− Ω or Ker(Q) ⊂ P2
C
− Ω.
Proof. Let us show Part (1). By the Singular Value Decomposition Theorem, see
[28], there are sequences (αn), (βn), (gn) ⊂ R, (κn), (ρn) ⊂ U(3), such that
(6.1) gn =
κn
 eαn eβn
eγn
 ρn
 ,
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and αn+βn+γn = 0. After taking a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that
αn ≥ βn ≥ γn ,
κn n→∞
// κ ∈ U(3) ,
ρn n→∞
// ρ ∈ U(3) ,
αn n→∞
// ∞ ,
βn − αn n→∞ // a ∈ [−∞, 0] ,
γn − αn n→∞ // −∞ ,
γn − βn n→∞ // b ∈ [−∞, 0] .
Clearly a, b can not be both finite. Now, Equation 6.1 shows that
(6.2)
gn n→∞
// P =
κ
 1 ea
0
 ρ
 ,
g−1n n→∞
// Q =
ρ−1
 0 eb
1
κ−1
 .
This proves Part (1).
Let us show Part (2). Observe that Equation 6.2 yields
Im(P ) =
{
κ(e1) if a = −∞
κ(←−→e1, e2) if a 6= −∞ ; Im(Q) =
{
ρ−1(e3) if b = −∞
ρ−1(←−→e3, e2) if b 6= −∞
Ker(P ) =
{
ρ−1(←−→e2, e3) if a = −∞
ρ−1(e3) if a 6= −∞ ; Ker(Q) =
{
κ(←−→e1, e2) if b = −∞
κ(e1) if b 6= −∞
which shows part (2).
Let us prove Part (3). Let x ∈ Ker(P ) − Im(Q); in this case a = b = −∞.
Now let (xn) ⊂ P2C be a sequence such that xn n→∞ // x. Then ρ(xn) n→∞ // ρ(x),
where:
ρ(x) ∈ ←−→e2, e3 − {e3} , ρ(xn) = [an : bn : cn] , κ2(x) = [0 : b : c] , |b| 6= 0 ,
and
an n→∞
// 0 , bn n→∞
// b , cn n→∞
// c .
Define wn =
[
eαn−βnan : bn : e
γncn
]
thus the accumulation points of (wn) lie on the
line←−→e1, e2. Therefore the accumulation points of (gn(xn)) are on the line κ1(←−→e1, e2) =
Ker(Q), proving Part (3). The proof of Part (4) is straightforward. 
7. Complex Kleinian groups in Heis (3,C)
In this section we provide a full description of the complex Kleinian groups in
Heis (3,C) =

1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 : a, b, c ∈ C
 .
We first prove Theorem 7.11 stated in the introduction, and then Theorem 3.1. We
start with an observation:
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Proposition 7.1. The whole group Heis (3,C) is solvable and purely parabolic.
This follows from the fact that every element in Heis (3,C) has a lift to an upper
diagonal matrix with all eigenvalues equal to 1. Then the proposition follows from
the classification of the elements in PSL(3,C), see [21, Ch. 4].
We split this section in three parts: in Subsection 7.1, for each discrete subgroup
G in Heis (3,C) we construct a region where a subgroup acts properly discontin-
uously; as a consequence we arrive to a decomposition theorem for G, and this is
Theorem 7.11. In 7.2 we describe the subgroups of Heis (3,C) for which the kernel
of the control map, Ker(Π|G), is finite. The main tool here is the description of
Abelian groups provided by Lemma 5.13. Finally in 7.3 we describe the groups in
Heis (3,C) with Ker(Π|G) infinite.
7.1. A discontinuity region for discrete subgroups of Heis (3,C). Let G ⊂
Heis (3,C) be a discrete group.
Definition 7.2. We set:
B(G) = {(gn) ⊂ G : Π(gn) converges in PSL(2,C)} ;
L(G) = {S ∈ SP (3,C) : there is (gn) ∈ B(G) converging to S} ;
L(G) = {ℓ ∈ P2∗
C
: there is S ∈ L(G) satisfying Ker(S) = ℓ} ;
Ω(G) = P2
C
−⋃ℓ∈L(G) ℓ .
The proof of the next lemma is left as an exercise.
Lemma 7.3. Let (an) ⊂ C be a sequence converging to ∞. Then there exists a
subsequence (bn) ⊂ (an), such that the sequence (anb−1n ) converges to 0.
Now we have:
Lemma 7.4. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a discrete group. Then for each ℓ ∈ L(G)
there exist a sequence (gn) ⊂ G of distinct elements and P ∈ SP (3,C), such that
Π(gn) converges to Id, gn converges to P and Ker(P ) = ℓ.
Proof. Let ℓ ∈ L(G), then there exists a sequence (hn) ⊂ G of distinct elements
and P ∈ SP (3,C) such that (Π(hn)) is a converging sequence, hn converges to P
and Ker(P ) = ℓ. So we can assume that:
hn =
1 xn yn0 1 zn
0 0 1
 and P =
0 x y0 0 0
0 0 0
 .
Set an = max{| xn |, | yn |} and let (bn) ⊂ (an) the subsequence given by Lemma
7.3. Then
gn = h
−1
n hbn =
1 xbn − xn −yn + xnzn + ybn − xnzbn0 1 zbn − zn
0 0 1
 .
Clearly Π(gn) converges to Id and gn n→∞
// P . 
Lemma 7.5. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a discrete group such that Ker(Π|G) is infinite
and Π(G) is non-trivial. If Ω(G) is non-empty, then:
(1) G acts properly discontinuously on Ω(G);
(2) Ω(G) is the largest open set on which G acts properly discontinuously.
(3) Each connected component of Ω(G) is homeomorphic to R4.
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Proof. We first prove (1). It is clear that Ω(G) is open and G-invariant, moreover
since Ker(Π|G) is infinite and Π(G) is non-trivial, we have ←−→e1, e2 ⊂ P2C − Ω(G).
Now, let K ⊂ Ω(G) be a compact set and define K(G) = {g ∈ G : g(K) ∩ K 6=
∅}. Assume that K(G) is infinite. Let (gn) be an enumeration of K(G), then
there exists a subsequence of (gn), still denoted (gn), such that either (Π(gn))
converges to a projective transformation or Π(gn) n→∞
// [e2] uniformly on
←−→e2, e3−
{e2}. If (Π(gn)) converges to a projective transformation, we can find a subsequence
(hn) ⊂ (gn) and α ∈ L(G) such that hn converges to α. Thus Ker(α) ∈ L(G) and
Im(α) = {e1}, therefore the accumulation set of {hn(K) : n ∈ N} is {e1}. Now, if
Π(gn) n→∞
// [e2] uniformly on
←−→e2, e3 − {e2}, then
{(gn) : n ∈ N} ⊂ {g ∈ Π(G) : g(π(K)) ∩ π(K) 6= ∅},
which is not possible since ←−→e1, e2 ⊂ P2C − Ω, and this complete the proof.
Now let us prove (2). Let Ω ⊂ P2
C
be open, non-empty, G invariant and such that
G acts properly discontinuously on Ω and ℓ ∈ L(G). Then there are (gn) ∈ B(G)
and P ∈ L(G) such that Ker(P ) = ℓ and gn converges to P . By Lemma 7.4 we
can assume that Π(gn) converges to Id. Proceeding as in Lemma 7.4, we conclude
g−1n =
1 −xn xnzn − yn0 1 −zn
0 0 1

m→∞
// P .
By Lemma 6.1 we deduce ℓ ∩ Ω = ∅.
Finally let us prove (3). If Π(G) is discrete, then Ω(G) is Ω(Ker(Π|G)) by
definition. From the definition of Ω(Ker(Π|G)) one can show that Ω(Ker(Π|G)) =
Eq(Ker(Π|G)) and from example 2.5 we know Eq(Ker(Π|G)) is either C2 or (C×
H+)∪ (C×H−), proving the claim. So we assume that Π(G) is non-discrete; define
C(G) =←−→e2, e3 ∩
⋃
ℓ∈L(G)
ℓ ,
then C(G) is a closed Π(G)-invariant set in ←−→e2, e3. Then C(G) is a closed Π(G)-
invariant set. Since Π(G) is non-discrete, there exists an additive Lie subgroup
H ⊂ C such that Π(G) = {z+ b : b ∈ H}. Since C(G)−{e2} = Π(G)(C(G)−{e2}),
we deduce P2
C
−Ω(G) is a pencil of lines over a union of a family of real projective
lines in ←−→e2, e3 which are pairwise parallel in ←−→e2, e3 − {e2}. Thus each connected
component of Ω(G) is homeomorphic to R4. 
Definition 7.6. We say that the sequences (an, bn), (xn, yn) ⊂ C2 are co-bounded
if both sequences converge to ∞ and the sequence
(
|an|+|bn|
|xn|+|yn|
)
is bounded and
bounded away from 0.
Lemma 7.7. Let (an), (bn), (cn), (xn), (yn), (zn) ⊂ C be sequences of distinct ele-
ments such that:
(1) (cn) and (zn) converge to 0,
(2) (an, bn), (xn, yn) are co-bounded;
(3) [an : bn] n→∞
// [a : b];
(4) [xn : yn] n→∞
// [x : y];
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(5) [a : b] 6= [x : y].
Then there exists w ∈ C \ {0} such that for each k,m ∈ N \ {0} we get:
g(n, k,m) =
1 an bn0 1 cn
0 0 1
k 1 xn yn0 1 zn
0 0 1
m
n→∞
//
0 ka+mxw kb+myw0 0 0
0 0 0
 .
Proof. Define rn = max{|an|, |bn|}, sn = max{|xn|, |yn|} and tn = max{sn, rn}.
Since (an, bn), (xn, yn) are co-bounded we can assume there are r, s ∈ R \ {0} such
that rnt
−1
n n→∞
// r and snt
−1
n n→∞
// s. In addition, since [an : bn] n→∞
// [a : b]
and [xn : yn] n→∞
// [x : y], we deduce that there are u, v ∈ C∗ such that
r−1n (an, bn) n→∞
// u(a, b) ,
s−1n (xn, yn) n→∞
// v(x, y) .
Then an easy computation shows:
g(n, k,m) n→∞
//
0 ka+mxw kb+myw0 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
where w = vs(ur)−1. 
Lemma 7.8. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a Kleinian group such that Π(G) is non-
discrete and P2
C
− Ω(G) contains more than a line. Then Π(G) is isomorphic to
R.
Proof. We have that Π(G) is a non-discrete subgroup of C, thus Π(G) must be C,
R⊕Z or R. Since G is complex Kleinian we deduce that Π(G) is isomorphic to either
R⊕Z or R. Let us assume that Π(G) is isomorphic to R⊕Z. After conjugation, if
necessary, we can assume that there exists s > 0 such that Π(G) = {r +msi : r ∈
R,m ∈ Z}. Moreover, since L(G) contains more than a line, we can find a line ℓ ∈
L(G) containing e1 such that ℓ =
←−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : u : 1] where Im(u) 6= 0. On the other hand,
by Lemma 7.4 we can find (gn) ⊂ G and P ∈ SP (3,C) such that Π(gn) n→∞ // Id,
gn n→∞
// P and ℓ = Ker(P ). Thus there are sequences (an), (bn), (cn) ⊂ C such
that max{|an|, |bn|} n→∞ // ∞, cn n→∞ // 0, [an : bn] n→∞ // [a : b] and
(7.1) gn =
1 an bn0 1 cn
0 0 1
 ; P =
0 a b0 0 0
0 0 0
 .
Thus ℓ =
←−−−−−−−−→
[0 : b : −a], e1 and b = −ua.
Claim 1.- There are functions f1 : Z→ C and f2 : Z→ {real projective subspaces of ←−→e2, e3}
such that:
(1) Sgn(Im(f1(m))) = Sgn(−m) for m large, here Sgn is the function sign;
(2) |Im(f1(m))|
|m|→∞
// ∞;
(3) [0 : b : −a] ∈ ⋂m∈Z f2(m);
(4) for each m ∈ Z we have [0 : f1(m) : 1] ∈ f2(m);
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(5)
⋃
m∈Z
⋃
p∈f2(m)
←−→e1, p ⊂ P2C \ Ω(G).
Let x, y ∈ C such that
h =
1 x y0 1 is
0 0 1
 ∈ G .
If gn is given by Equation 7.1, then for each m ∈ Z we have:
h−mgnh
m =
1 an bn − cnmx+ isman0 1 cn
0 0 1

n→∞
//
0 a b+ isma0 0 0
0 0 0
 .
If for each m ∈ Z we apply Lemma 7.7 to the respective sequences induced by the
sequences (gn)n∈N and (h
−mgnh
m)n∈N we deduce there exists wm ∈ C∗ such that:
Cm =
⋃
k,l∈Z.
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : kbwm + l(b+ isma) : −kawm − la] ⊂ P2C − Ω(G) .
If for each m ∈ Z we define g2(m) as the closure of the set
[SpanZ({wm(b,−a), (b+ isma,−a)})− {0}],
then by Lemma 5.11 in [3] we have that g2(m) is a real projective space that con-
tains [0 : b : −a]. Now define f1(m) = u−ism and observe that Cm =
⋃
p∈f2(m)
←−→e1, p
and [0 : u− isma : 1] ∈ f2(m) for all m ∈ Z.
To conclude the proof let f1 and f2 the functions given above, then
G
 ⋃
m∈Z
⋃
p∈f2(m)
←−→e1, p
 = ⋃
m∈Z
⋃
p∈Π(G)f2(m)
←−→e1, p = P2C .
This yields Ω(G) = ∅, which is a contradiction.

The proofs of the following lemmas are by straightforward computations and are
left to the reader:
Lemma 7.9. Let g1, g2, g3 ∈ Heis (3,C) such that g1, g2, g3 /∈ Ker(Π|G). If
[g1, g2] = Id and [g2, g3] = Id, then [g1, g3] = Id.
Lemma 7.10. The map
exp : hC =

0 a b0 0 c
0 0 0
 : a, b, c ∈ C
→ Heis (3,C), given by
exp
0 a b0 0 c
0 0 0
 =
1 a b+ 2−1ac0 1 c
0 0 1

is a diffeomorphism with inverse log : Heis (3,C)→ hC given by
log
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 =
0 a b− 2−1ac0 0 c
0 0 0

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The following is Theorem 0.2 in the introduction:
Theorem 7.11. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a discrete group, then:
(1) There are B1, . . . , Bn subgroups of G such that G = Ker(Π|G)⋊B1⋊· · ·⋊Bn
and each Bi is isomorphic to Z
ki , for some ki ∈ N ∪ {0}
(2) rank(Ker(Π|G)) +
∑n
i=1 ki ≤ 6.
(3) If G is a complex Kleinian group, then rank(Ker(Π|G)) +
∑n
i=1 ki ≤ 4 .
Proof. Let us show part (1). We know that G is finitely generated, therefore Π(G)
is finitely generated. If n = rank(Π(G)), let H = {g1, . . . , gn} ⊂ G such that Π(G)
is generated by Π(H). Let us consider the following equivalence relation in G: let
us say that a ∼ b if and only if [a, b] = Id. If A1, . . . , An are the equivalence classes
in G induced by ∼, then define B0 = Ker(Π|G)) and Bi = 〈Ai〉. Now it is clear
that G = B0 ⋊ · · ·⋊Bn.
Now let us prove Part (2). Let {h1, ...hk} ⊂ Ker(Π|G) be a minimal generating
set for Ker(Π|G) and let {g1, . . . , gn} ⊂ G tal que {Π(g1), . . . ,Π(gn)} be a minimal
generating set for Π(G). Set
V =

k∑
j=1
αjlog(hj) +
n∑
j=1
βjlog(gj) : kj , lj ∈ Z
 .
Claim 1.- Let hC be as in Lemma 7.10. Then V is an additive subgoup of hC
with rank is n+ k.
Assume there are αj , βj ’s in Z such that
J =
k∑
j=1
αjlog(hj) +
n∑
j=1
βjlog(gj) = 0.
We can assume that the gj and hj can be expressed in the following way:
hj =
1 uj vj0 1 0
0 0 1
 and gj =
1 xj yj0 1 zj
0 0 1
 .
Since the hj generate Ker(Π|G) we have that SpanZ{(uj, vj) : j = 1, . . . , k} is
discrete; and since the Π(gj) generate Π(G) we get that {z1, . . . zn} is a Z-linearly
independent set. An easy computation shows:
J =
0 ∑kj=1 αjuj +∑nj=1 βjxj ∑kj=1 αjvj +∑nj=1 βj(yj − 2−1xjzj)0 0 ∑nj=1 βjzj
0 0 0
 .
Since exp(J) = Id, the following system of equations is deduced:
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k∑
j=1
αjuj +
n∑
j=1
βjxj = 0,
n∑
j=1
βjzj = 0,
k∑
j=1
αjvj +
n∑
j=1
βj(yj − 2−1xjzj) = 0.
Since {z1, . . . zn} is linearly independent over Z we conclude β1 = . . . = βn = 0.
Hence
∑k
j=1 αj(uj , vj) = 0, and therefore k1 = . . . = kk = 0. Which proves the
claim.
Let us define √
[G,G] = {h ∈ Heis (3,C) : h2 ∈ [G,G]}.
It is clear that
√
[G,G] is a discrete subgroup contained in the center of Heis (3,C).
Claim 2.-
〈
G ∪√[G,G]〉 is a discrete subgroup of Heis (3,C). Assume, on the
contrary, that there exists a sequence (fn) ⊂
〈
G ∪√[G,G]〉 of distinct elements
such that fn n→∞
// Id, thus f2n n→∞
// Id. Since (f2n) ⊂ G and G discrete we
deduce f2n = Id for n large, which is a contradiction.
Claim 3.- log
(〈
G ∪√[G,G]〉) is an additive discrete subgroup of hC. Let
a, b, c, x, y, z ∈ C be such that:
γ1 =
0 a b− 2−1ac0 0 c
0 0 0
 , γ2 =
0 x y − 2−1xz0 0 z
0 0 0
 ∈ log(〈G ∪√[G,G]〉) .
An easy calculation shows:
exp(γ1 − γ2) = exp(γ1)exp(γ2)−1
1 0 2−1(az − cx)0 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
and 1 0 2−1(az − cx)0 1 0
0 0 1
2 = [exp(γ1), exp(γ2)] .
Hence exp(γ1 − γ2) ∈
〈
G ∪√[G,G]〉. Since exp is a diffeomorphism with inverse
log, Claim 2 implies that log
(〈
G ∪√[G,G]〉) is an additive discrete group.
To finish the proof of Part (2) we notice that V is a subgroup of the additive
discrete group log
(〈
G ∪√[G,G]〉) ⊂ hC and dimR(hC) = 6.
Now we prove Part (3). Let us assume that G is complex Kleinian. By Lemma
7.8, G leaves invariant each connected component of Ω(G), and each of these is
contractible by Lemma 7.5. Hence, by Theorem 1.12, the obstruction dimension of
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G satisfies obdim(G) ≤ 4. On the other hand each Bj is a finitely generated, torsion
free and Abelian group, it is well known that this kind of groups are semi-hyperbolic
groups, see [1]. Therefore Corollary 1.13 yields
∑n
i=0 obdim(Bi) ≤ obdim(G) ≤ 4.
Finally observe that Bj = Z
kj for some kj and obdim(Bj) = kj = rank(Bj), see
Corollary 2.2 in [14]. 
Corollary 7.12. If G ⊂ Heis(3,C) is a discrete group, then G is polycyclic.
Recall that polycyclic means that the group is solvable and every subgroup is
finitely generated. Polycyclic groups actually are finitely presented [31].
7.2. Triangular purely parabolic groups with trivial kernel. In this subsec-
tion we study purely parabolic groups with an invariant full flag and finite kernel.
Lemma 7.13. Let W ⊂ C2 be an additive subgroup such that for each x, y ∈ W
we have π1(x)π2(y) = π1(y)π2(x), then:
(1) If Ker(π1) ∩W and Ker(π2) ∩W are trivial, then there is µ ∈ C∗ and R
an additive group of C such that W = {r(1, µ) : r ∈ R}.
(2) If Ker(π1)∩W in non trivial, then there is an additive group R of C such
that W = {(r, 0) : r ∈ R}.
(3) If Ker(π2) ∩W is non-trivial, then there is an additive group R of C such
that W = {(0, r) : r ∈ R}.
Proof. Let us show (1). Clearly W = {(π1(x), π2(x)) : x ∈ W}. Let us define
µx = π2(x)/π1(x); by hypothesis µx does not depend on x, then
W = {(π1(x), π1(x)µx) : x ∈W}.
In order to prove (2) it is enough to show that π2(W ) is trivial. Assume on
the contrary that there exists y ∈ W such that π2(y) 6= 0. Consider an element
x ∈ Ker(π2) ∩ W − {0}, thus 0 6= π1(x)π2(y) = π1(y)π2(x) = 0, which is a
contradiction. The proof of Part (3) is similar. 
Now recall from Section 5 that U+ is the subgroup of GL (3,C) of upper tri-
angular matrices ((gij)) with g11g22g33 = 1, and we defined a group morphism
Π∗ : U+ →Mob(C) by
Π∗([gij ])z = g11g
−1
22 z + g12g
−1
22 .
Lemma 7.14. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a commutative discrete group. If Ker(Π∗|G)
and Ker(Π|G) are trivial, then there exist R ⊂ C an additive subgroup and L : R→
C a group morphism such that:
(1) The group G is conjugate to:
L =

 1 ξ L(ξ) + 2−1ξ20 1 ξ
0 0 1
 : ξ ∈ R
 .
(2) The Kulkarni limit set is given by
ΛKul(L) =←−→e1, e2 = P2C − Eq(L).
Moreover, the Kulkarni discontinuity set for L is the largest open set on
which the group acts properly discontinuously
(3) The group L is a free Abelian group with rank at most four.
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(4) If R is discrete then L admits a linear extension to the real vector space
SpanR(R).
Proof. Let us show Part (1). Consider the following auxiliary function
ζ : G→ C2
g 7→ (π12(g), π23(g)) .
By definition ζ is a monomorphism. Set
κ :W = ζ(G)→ C
x 7→ π13(ζ−1(x)).
It is clear that we have:
G =

1 π1(x) κ(x)0 1 π2(x)
0 0 1
 : x ∈W
 .
Now let x, y ∈W , then A = B where A,B are:
A =
1 π1(x) κ(x)0 1 π2(x)
0 0 1
1 π1(y) κ(y)0 1 π2(y)
0 0 1
 =
1 π1(x+ y) κ(x) + π1(x)π2(y) + κ(y)0 1 π2(x+ y)
0 0 1

B =
1 π1(y) κ(y)0 1 π2(y)
0 0 1
1 π1(x) κ(x)0 1 π2(x)
0 0 1
 =
1 π1(x+ y) κ(x) + π1(y)π2(x) + κ(y)0 1 π2(x+ y)
0 0 1

Then for every for every x, y ∈ W we have:
κ(x+ y) = κ(x) + κ(y) + π1(x)π2(y) ,
π1(x)π2(y) = π1(y)π2(x) .
By Lemma 7.13 there exists R ⊂ C an additive subgroup and µ ∈ C∗ such that
W = R(1, µ). Let us define
h =
1 0 00 µ−1/2 0
0 0 µ1/2
 ,
and observe that:
hGh−1 =

1 ξ κ˜(ξ)0 1 ξ
0 0 1
 : ξ ∈ R
 ,
where κ˜ : R → C satisfies κ˜(ξ1 + ξ2) = κ˜(ξ1) + κ˜(ξ2) + ξ1ξ2. To conclude define
L : R→ C by L(ξ) = κ˜(ξ)− 2−1ξ2, then:
L(ξ1+ξ2) = κ˜(ξ1+ξ2)−2−1(ξ1+ξ2)2 = κ˜(ξ1)+κ˜(ξ2)−2−1ξ21−2−1ξ22 = L(ξ1)+L(ξ2),
proving Part (1).
Let us prove Part (2). Let (gm) ⊂ G be a sequence of distinct elements of G,
then there exists (xn) ⊂ R a sequence of distinct elements such that
gm =
k−1m xmk−1m k−1m (L(xm) + x2/2)0 k−1m xmk−1m
0 0 k−1m
 ,
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where km = max{|xm|, |L(xm) + x2m/2|}. If (gnm) is a subsequence of (gm) such
that (gnm) converges to P ∈ SP (3,C) − PSL(3,C), then there are a, b ∈ C such
that | a | + | b |6= 0 and
P =
0 a b0 0 a
0 0 0
 .
This shows that Eq(G) = P2
C
− ←−→e1, e2 = C2 since, by Proposition 1.4, Eq(G) ⊂
ΩKul(G) and ΛKul(G) always contains a line. Then Eq(G) = ΩKul(G). If Ω ⊂ P2C
is any open set on which G acts properly discontinuously, then P2
C
− Ω contains a
complex line, say ℓ. If g ∈ G− {Id}, then gmℓ m→∞ // ←−→e1, e2.
In order to prove Part (3) we observe that G is an Abelian group acting properly
discontinuously and freely on C2, thus the rank of G must be at most four, see the
proof of Proposition 5.9 in [4]. The last part of the theorem is immediate. 
As a consequence of Lemma 5.10 in [3] we get the following result.
Lemma 7.15. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a commutative discrete group, then:
(1) If Ker(Π∗|G) is non-trivial, then there is a discrete additive subgroup W of
C2 with rank at most four, such that:
G =

1 0 y0 1 z
0 0 1
 : (y, z) ∈W
 .
(2) If Ker(Π|G) is non-trivial, then there exists a discrete additive subgroup
W ⊂ C2 such that:
G =

1 x y0 1 0
0 0 1
 : x ∈W
 .
Moreover, if G is complex Kleinian, then W has rank at most 2.
7.3. Groups with infinite Kernel. We consider now discrete groupsG ⊂ Heis (3,C)
whose control map has infinite kernel, i.e., Ker(Π|G) is infinite.
Lemma 7.16. If G is complex Kleinian group with infinite kernel, then:
(1) Ker(Π|G) = Zk where 1 ≤ k ≤ 2.
(2) ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) = L0(Ker(Π|G)) is either a line or a pencil of lines over
a circle, where L0 is as in definition 1.3.
(3) If the set ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a line, then there exists a discrete additive
subgroup W of C such that G is conjugate to:
GW =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
 : w ∈ W

and rank(Ker(Π|G)) ≤ 2.
(4) If ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a pencil of lines over a circle, then the rank of
Ker(Π|G) is two and the groups Π∗(Ker(Π|G)) and π23(Ker(Π|G)) are
non-trivial.
(5) If the group Π(G) is non-trivial. Then the group Π∗(Ker(Π|G)) is non-
trivial if and only if ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a pencil of lines over a circle.
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Proof. The proofs of parts (1) and (2) follow from Example 2.5. Let us prove Part
(3). It is clear that there exists W ⊂ C2 an R-linearly independent set such that
G = T ∗(W ), where G = T ∗(W ) is given as in Example 2.5. We know:
ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) =
⋃
p∈S
←−→e1, p.
where S is the closure of the set [SpanZ{(y,−x) : (x, y) ∈ W} \ {0}]. Since
ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a single line, from Lemma 5.11 in [3] we deduce that S is either
a single point or it contains exactly two C-linearly dependent vectors. Without
loss of generality, let us asume that S contains exactly two C-linearly dependent
vectors, so there exists α ∈ C and (x, y) ∈W , such that one has:
G =

1 (n+mα)x (n+mα)y0 1 0
0 0 1
 : n,m ∈ Z
 .
Let r ∈ R∗ be such that x 6= yr, then a simple computation shows:
1 0 00 r 1
0 x y
1 (n+mα)x (n+mα)y0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 00 r 1
0 x y
−1 =
1 0 m+ nα0 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
proving (3). Notice that Part (4) follows from Example 2.5, so let us prove (5).
Since Π∗(Ker(Π|G)) and Π(G) are both non-trivial, we deduce that there are
a, b, x, y, z ∈ C and g, h ∈ G such that az 6= 0 and
g =
1 a b0 1 0
0 0 1
 ; h =
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 .
By a straightforward computation we find:
hgh−1 =
1 a b− az0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
In order to conclude the proof we only need to observe that (a, b) and (a, b − az)
are C-linearly independent vectors. 
As in [3], we use the notation µ(U) to denote the maximum number of complex
projective lines in general position contained in P2
C
− U .
Lemma 7.17. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be complex Kleinian group such that Π(G) is
non trivial and µ(ΩKul(Ker(Π|G))) = 2, then
(1) Π(G) is discrete.
(2) rank(Π(G)) = 1.
Proof. Assume Π(G) is not discrete. Then we can assume there exists a sequence
(gn) ⊂ G such that Π(gn) is a sequence of distinct elements converging to Id. On
the other hand, since ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a pencil of lines over a circle, there exists
g ∈ Ker(Π|G) such that Π∗(g) 6= Id. If gn and g are given respectively by
gn =
1 an bn0 1 cn
0 0 1
 ; g =
1 x y0 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
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then
gngg
−1
n =
1 x y − xcn0 1 0
0 0 1

m→∞
//
1 x y0 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
which contradicts that G is discrete.
Now we assume that Π(G) has rank≥ 2. Let h1, h2, h ∈ G such that 〈Π(h1),Π(h2)〉 =
Π(G), h ∈ Ker(Π|G) and Π∗(h) 6= Id. If h1, h2, h are given respectively by
h1 =
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 ; h2 =
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 ; h =
1 u v0 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
then
[h−1, h1] =
1 0 −uc0 1 0
0 0 1
 ; [h−1, h2] =
1 0 −uz0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
Then {(u, v), (0,−uc), (0,−uz)} is an R−linearly independent set, which is not
possible. 
Lemma 7.18. Let W = {(1, 0), (c, d)} ⊂ C2 be an R-linearly independent set.
Then (0, 1), (0, c) ∈ SpanZ(W ) if and only if there are p, q, r ∈ N such that p, q are
co-primes, q2 divides r, c = pq−1, and d = r−1.
Proof. Since (0, 1), (0, c) ∈ SpanZ(W ) we deduce there are k1, k2, k3, k4 ∈ Z such
that
k1 + k2c = 0 ,
k2d = 1 ,
k3 + k4c = 0 ,
k4d = c .
From the first two equations we deduce d = k−12 , c = −k1k−12 . Let p, q ∈ N be
co-primes such that c = pq−1; substituting in the last two equations we get:
k3q + k4p = 0 ,
k4q = pk2 .
From the first equation we see that q divides k4, thus there exists m ∈ Z such that
k4 = qm; substituting in the last equation we get:
mq2 = pk2.
It follows that q2 divides k2. Conversely, let us assume that p, q are co-primes such
that c = pq−1 and r = q2n, then :
−p2n(1, 0) + qpn(pq−1, (q2n)−1) = (0, pq−1) ,
−pqn(1, 0) + qqn(pq−1, (q2n)−1) = (0, 1) .

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Proposition 7.19. If G ⊂ Heis (3,C) is complex Kleinian such that Π(G) is non
trivial and µ(ΩKul(KerΠ|G)) = 2. Then there exist x, y ∈ C, p, q, r ∈ Z such that
p, q are co-primes, q2 divides r and G is conjugate to
H =

 1 k + lpq
−1 +mx lr−1 +m
(
k + lpq−1
)
+
(
m
2
)
x+my
0 1 m
0 0 1
 : (k, l,m) ∈ Z
 .
Proof. By Lemma 7.17 we know Π(G) is discrete and has rank equal to 1; and by
Lemma 7.16 we have rank(Ker(Π|G)) = 2 and Π∗(Ker(Π|G)) is non-trivial. Thus
by Theorem 7.11 there exist W = {(a, b), (c, d)} a C-linearly independent set and
u, v, w ∈ C such that
(7.2) G =

1 ka+ lc kb+ ld0 1 0
0 0 1
1 u v0 1 w
0 0 1
n : k, l, n ∈ Z
 ,
aw 6= 0. A simple computation shows: 1a 0 00 1 ba
0 0 w
1 a b0 1 0
0 0 1
 1a 0 00 1 ba
0 0 w
−1 =
1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
 = g1 ,
 1a 0 00 1 ba
0 0 w
1 c d0 1 0
0 0 1
 1a 0 00 1 ba
0 0 w
−1 =
1 ca daw − bca2w0 1 0
0 0 1
 = g2 ,
 1a 0 00 1 ba
0 0 w
1 u v0 1 w
0 0 1
 1a 0 00 1 ba
0 0 w
−1 =
1 ua vaw − buawa0 1 1
0 0 1
 = g3 .
Now by the expression 7.2 we deduce that
G1 = {gk1gl2gn3 : k, l, n ∈ Z}
is a group conjugate to G. On the other hand, G1 is a group if and only if
g3gig
−1
3 ∈ 〈g1, g2〉 for i = 1, 2.
The last statement is equivalent to
(0, 1), (0, ca−1) ∈ SpanZ({(1, 0), (ca−1, (aw)−1(d− bca−1))}).
Now the conclusion follows from Lemma 7.18. 
Proposition 7.20. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be complex Kleinian such that ΛKul(Ker(Π|G))
is a line and Π(G) is discrete, then G is conjugate to one of the following groups:
(1)
(7.3) T (W ) =

 1 0 y0 1 z
0 0 1
 : (y, z) ∈ W
 ,
where W ⊂ C2 is an additive subgroup such that π2(W ) is discrete.
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(2)
(7.4) Kod0(W1,W2, L) =

1 x L(x) + x2/2 + w0 1 x
0 0 1
 : w ∈W2, x ∈ W1
 ,
where W1,W2 ⊂ C are additive discrete subgroups and L : W1 → C is a
group morphism.
(3)
(7.5) Wx,a,b,c =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, w ∈W
 ,
where W ⊂ C is an additive discrete subgroup, a− c ∈W and c /∈ R.
Proof. Since Π(G) is discrete we deduce Ker(Π|G) and Π(G) are torsion free
Abelian groups with rank less or equal than 2. For simplicity we will assume
that rank(Ker(Π|G)) = rank(Π(G)) = 2, as we will see in the proof any other
possibility will be covered by this case. Now by Theorem 7.11 there exist W ⊂ C
an additive discrete subgroup with rank 2 and a, b, c, x, y, z ∈ C such that:
(7.6) G =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
m 1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
n : w ∈ W,m, n ∈ Z
 ,
and zc−1 /∈ R. Now consider the following cases:
Case 1.- xb− za = 0. Let us consider the following sub-cases:
Sub-case 1.- x = a = 0. Then from Equation 7.6 we see that G is conjugate to
the torus group given by Equation 7.3.
Sub-case 2.- xa 6= 0. Observe that:
gw =
 1x 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
 1x 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
−1 =
1 0 w(xz)−10 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
g =
 1x 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 1x 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
−1 =
1 1 yxz0 1 1
0 0 1
 ,
h =
 1x 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 1x 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
−1 =
1 ax bxz0 1 ax
0 0 1
 .
By Lemma 7.14 there exists a group morphism L : W1 = SpanZ({1, ax−1}) → C
such that:
〈h, g〉 =

1 r L(r) + 2−1r20 1 r
0 0 1
 : r ∈W1
 .
Now by Equation 7.6 we have that G is conjugate to a Kodaira group as in 7.4.
From Lemma 7.16 it is clear that the previous cases cover all the possibilities for
the case xb − za = 0.
Case 2.- xb− za 6= 0.
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Sub-case 1.- x = 0, a 6= 0. The following equations and Equation 7.6 imply that
G is conjugate to a group of the form given by Equation 7.5:
gw =
 1a 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
 1a 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
−1 =
1 0 w(az)−10 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
g =
 1a 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
1 0 y0 1 z
0 0 1
 1a 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
−1 =
1 0 yaz0 1 1
0 0 1
 ,
h =
 1a 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 1a 0 00 1 0
0 0 z
−1 =
1 1 baz0 1 cz
0 0 1
 .
Sub-case 2.- x 6= 0 and a 6= 0. Then analogous arguments show that G is
conjugate to a group of the form given by Equation 7.5. 
In a similar way one can show the following proposition:
Proposition 7.21. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a commutative complex Kleinian group
such that Ker(Π|G) is infinite and Π(G) is non-discrete, then:
(1) If Π∗(G) is trivial, then there exists W ⊂ C2 an additive discrete subgroup
of rank four, such that π2(W ) is non-discrete and G is conjugate to:
T (W ) =

1 0 a0 1 b
0 0 1
 : (a, b) ∈W
 .
(2) If Π∗(G) is non trivial, then there exist additive subgroups W1,W2 ⊂ C
such that W1 is non-discrete, W2 has rank 1 and G is conjugate to:
Kod0(W1,W2, L) =

1 x L(x) + x2/2 + w0 1 x
0 0 1
 : w ∈ SpanZ(W2), x ∈ SpanZ(W1)

where L :W1 → C is a group morphism.
Lemma 7.22. Let a, b, c ∈ C and r ∈ R−Q, and let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be the group
given by
G =
〈
A =
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 , B =
1 a+ r b0 1 r
0 0 1
〉 .
Then
(1) G is commutative if and only if a = 0.
(2) If a 6= 0, then P2
C
− Ω(G) is a cone of lines over a circle.
Proof. The proof of Part (1) is straightforward. To prove Part (2) notice that
Theorem 7.11 implies:
G =
gmnk =
1 (m+ nr) + na ak +
(
m
2
)
+mnr +
(
n
2
)
r(r + a)
0 1 m+ nr
0 0 1
 : k,m, n ∈ Z

By elementary algebra we have:
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(7.7)
a(2k + n2r) + rn(−a− r + 1) + (m+ nr)2 − (m+ nr)
2
= ak+
(
m
2
)
+mnr+
(
n
2
)
r(r+a).
Claim 1.- P2
C
−Ω(G) contains more than one line. To prove this claim it is enough
to show that P2
C
− Ω(G) contains a line different from ←−→e1, e2. Let (an), (bn) ∈ Z be
sequences such that an + bnr n→∞
// 0; let us assume that all the elements of the
sequence (an) are either odd or even. Let k0 ∈ N be an even number such that
k0|a| > |r(−a − r + 1)|,
and define the following sequence:
cn =
{
2−1bn(an + k0 + 1) if an is odd ,
2−1bn(an + k0) if an is even .
Clearly (cn) ⊂ Z and
gan,bn,cn n→∞
// g =
0 2a w0 + r(−a− r + 1)0 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
where w0 is either k0 or k0+1. Hence Ker(g) is a complex line distinct from
←−→e1, e2.
Claim 2.- P2
C
− Ω(G) is contained in a pencil of lines over an Euclidean circle.
Let (an), (bn), (cn) ∈ Z be sequences such that an + bnr n→∞ // 0. Assume that
gan,bn,cn n→∞
// g =
0 x y0 0 0
0 0 0
 .
If x 6= 0 we get:
x = limn→∞ 2(an + bnr + bna)b
−1
n = 2a,
y = limn→∞(a(2cn + b
2
nr) + rbn(−a− r + 1) + (an + bnr)2 − (an + bnr))b−1n
= r(−a− r + 1) + a limn→∞(2cnb−1n + bnr).
Thus y = sa+ 1− r for some s ∈ R. Therefore:
P2C − Ω(G) ⊂ ←−→e1, e2 ∪
⋃
s∈R
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
e1, [0 : sa+ 1− r : −2a] .
Finally, since Π(G) is conjugate to a dense subgroup of R and P2
C
−Ω(G) has more
than two lines we deduce P2
C
− Ω(G) contains a pencil of lines over an Euclidean
circle. 
Lemma 7.23. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a non-Abelian Kleinian group such that
Ker(Π|G) is infinite and Π(G) non-discrete, then:
(1) ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a complex line;
(2) P2
C
− Ω(G) contains more than a line;
(3) Π(G) is conjugate to a subgroup of R;
(4) rank(Π(G)) = 2.
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Proof. Part (1) follows from Lemma 7.17. Let us prove (2). Since G is non-
commutative, there are x, y, z, a, b, c ∈ C such that {z, c} is R-linearly dependent
but it is a Z-linearly independent set and also: xc− az 6= 0 and
g =
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 , h =
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 ∈ G .
Since [g, h] 6= Id we can assume x 6= 0. A simple computation shows:
g1 =
 1x 0 00 1 yx
0 0 z
1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1
 1x 0 00 1 yx
0 0 z
−1 =
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 ,
h1 =
 1x 0 00 1 yx
0 0 z
1 a b0 1 c
0 0 1
 1x 0 00 1 yx
0 0 z
−1 =
1 ax bxz − ayx2z0 1 cz
0 0 1
 .
Then Part (2) follows by applying Lemma 7.22 to the group 〈g1, h1〉.
The proof of (3) is immediate from Lemma 7.8, so let us prove Part (4). Assume
that G has a non-commutative subgroup H such that Π(H) is non-discrete and
has rank 3. Since H is not commutative, by Theorem 7.11, the previous parts of
this lemma and after conjugation, if necessary, we can find an additive discrete
subgroupW ⊂ C, a, b, c, r, s, t ∈ C such that a 6= 0, {1, t, c} is R-linearly dependent
but Z-linearly independent and:
H =



1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1



1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1


n 
1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1


m 
1 r + t s0 1 t
0 0 1


k
: k,m, n ∈ Z, w ∈ W

 .
Since H is a group, this means a, r, rc − at ∈ W , by Kronecker Theorem [47,
Theorem 4.1], W is non-discrete, which is a contradiction. 
The proof of the following proposition is left to the reader:
Proposition 7.24. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a non-Abelian complex Kleinian group
such that Ker(Π|G) is infinite and Π(G) is non-discrete. Then there are a rank
one additive discrete subgroup W ⊂ C, a ∈ W , and b, c ∈ C such that {1, c} is
R-linearly dependent but Z-linearly independent and up to conjugation we have:
G =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, w ∈W
 .
Now we prove Theorem 0.1, stated in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 0.1: LetG be a discrete group in PSL(3,C) with no loxodromic
elements. By Theorem 4.4 we have that G contains a finite index subgroup which
is conjugate to a group G0 which is the projectivization of an upper triangular
group of matrices. Then Lemma 5.8 grants the existence of a finite index, torsion
free subgroup G1 of G0, for which the following groups are all torsion free: Π(G1),
Π∗(G1), λ12(G1), λ13(G1) y λ23(G1). Now use Theorems 4.4 and 5.1 applied to
G1 and deduce that either G1 is a unipotent subgroup of Heis(3,C) or else it is
Abelian of rank at most 2 of the form stated in Theorem 0.1. Now, if G2 is a
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discrete subgroup of Heis(3,C) then by Corollary 7.12 we have that G2 is solvable
and finitely presented. 
Finally we have:
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let G1 be a subgroup of G which is triangularizable.
Let G0 ⊂ G1 be a subgroup of finite index, such that G0, λ12(G0), λ23(G0),Π(G0),
Ker(Π|G0) are torsion free, see Lemma 5.8. If G0 contains a parabolic element g
satisfying
max{o(λ12(g)), o(λ23(g))} =∞,
then the result follows from Theorem 5.1. Thus we can assume that G ⊂ Heis (3,C).
If Ker(Π|G0) is trivial we deduce that G0 is commutative. The proof in this case
follows from Lemmas 5.13, 5.14 and 7.14. If Ker(Π|G0) is non-trivial the result
follows from Lemma 7.16 and Propositions 7.19, 7.20, 7.21 and 7.24. 
8. Discrete groups of Heis (3,C) which are not complex Kleinian
8.1. Characterization of the center for discrete groups in Heis (3,C).
Lemma 8.1. Let a, c, d, f ∈ C be such that |a|+ |d| 6= 0, SpanZ{1, c, f} is a rank
three group and for every real subspace ℓ ⊂ C we have that SpanZ{1, c, f} ∩ ℓ has
rank at most two. Then Rank(SpanZ{a, d, af − dc}) ≥ 2.
Proof. The result is trivial if a = 0 or d = 0 or ad−1 /∈ Q, so we assume that
0 6= a = rd for some r ∈ Q. We consider the following cases:
Case 1.- SpanZ{1, c, f} is dense in C. Then we must have f = s + tc where
r, s ∈ R and {1, r, s} is Q-linearly independent. Thus, af − dc = (rs + (rt − 1)c)d;
to conclude we observe that rs + (rt− 1)c /∈ R.
Case 2.- c ∈ R − Q and f /∈ R. Then we have af − dc = (rf − c)d; in order to
finish we observe that rf − c /∈ R. 
Lemma 8.2. Let a, c, d, f ∈ C be such that |a| + |d| 6= 0, SpanZ{1, c, f} is dense
in C and there are sequences (kn), (ln), (mn) ⊂ Z such that:
(1) (kn + lnc+mnf) is a sequence of distincts elements converging to 0;
(2) (lna+mnd) converges to 0.
Then SpanZ{a, d} is non discrete.
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that SpanZ{a, d} is discrete. Then ad 6= 0 and
qa = pd where p, q are are non-zero integers. On the other hand, since SpanZ{a, d}
is discrete, by Assumption (2) we have lna+mnd = 0 for n large, so we can assume
that lnp+mnq = 0 for n large. Hence:
kn
mn n→∞
//
−fp+ cq
p
.
That is −fp+ cq ∈ R. On the other hand, since f = r + sc where r, s ∈ R satisfies
that {1, r, s} is Q-linearly independent, we deduce −fp+ cq = −(r+ sc)p+ cq ∈ R.
Thus c ∈ R, which is a contradiction. 
In the next lemma we consider a condition as in Example 2.11:
Lemma 8.3. Let a, c, d, f ∈ C be such that a 6= 0 and for every real line ℓ ⊂ C we
have that ℓ∩ SpanZ{1, c, f} has rank at most two. Then U = SpanZ{a, d, af − dc}
is discrete iff SpanZ{a, d} is discrete and one of the following statements is true:
(1) d = 0 and f /∈ R;
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(2) a = rd for some r ∈ Q;
(3) ad−1 /∈ R, and there are r1, r2 ∈ Q such that
c =
a(f − r1)
d
− r2 .
Proof. It is clear that if d = 0 and f /∈ R, then U is discrete. So we assume that if
a = rd with r ∈ Q, then U = dSpanZ{r, 1, rf−c}. Since f = s1+s2c where s1, s2 ∈
R satisfy that {1, s1, s2} is Q-linearly independent, then rf−c = rs1+(s2−1)c ∈ R
iff s2 = 1, which is not possible. Thus U is discrete. Finally observe that in case
ad−1 /∈ R then the equation
a
d
=
c+ r2
f − r1
is equivalent to the discreteness of U . 
Remark 8.4. We need that the closure of every rank 3 subgroup inW = SpanZ{1, c, f}
be either dense in C or isomorphic as a Lie group to R⊕ Z. This comes from the
fact that W is going to play the role of a control group, and we know that control
groups of rank 3 satisfy this. In particular, there are no control groups of rank 3
which are dense subgroups and isomorphic to R (cf. [38]).
Lemma 8.5. Let a, c, d, g, f, h ∈ C be such that:
(1) |a|+ |d|+ |g| 6= 0.
(2) W = SpanZ({1, c, f, h}) is a rank four group.
(3) For every 1-dimensional real subspace ℓ ⊂ C we have rank(ℓ ∩W ) ≤ 2.
(4) SpanZ{1, c, f} = αR⊕ βZ where α, β ∈ C∗ and αβ−1 /∈ R.
Let U = SpanZ{a, d, g, dh−gf, af−cd, ah−cg}, then U is discrete iff SpanZ{a, d, g}
is discrete, (|a|+ |d)(|a| + |c)(|c|+ |d) 6= 0 an one of the following occurs:
(1) a = 0 (resp. d = 0, g = 0) and there are r0, r1, r2, r3 ∈ Q such that r1 6= 0
and
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3 < 0;
x1 =
r2 + r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2
;
x2 = x3
(
r2 − r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2r1
)
;
x4 = (x5 − r4)
(
r2 − r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2r1
)
− r5
where x1 = c (resp. f , h), x2 = d (resp. a, a), x3 = g (resp. g, d), x4 = f
(resp. c, c), and x5 = h (resp. h, f).
(2) ad−1 /∈ R and there are r1, r2, s1, t1, s2, t2, s3, t3 ∈ R such that:
g = r1a+ r2d ; r2t2 6= t3 ,
f =
A2 ± (c+ t2)
√
A1
2 (r2t2 − t3) ; j =
A3 ± (cr2 + t3)
√
A1
2 (r2t2 − t3) ,
where:
A1 = (−r2s2 + r1t2 − s3 − t1) 2 − 4 (r2s1t2 − r1s2t3 + r2s2s3 − r1t1t2 + s3t1 − s1t3) ,
A2 = −cr2s2 − cr1t2 + cs3 − ct1 + r2s2t2 − r1t22 + s3t2 − 2s2t3 − t1t2 ,
A3 = r2 (cr1t2 + s3 (c+ 2t2)− ct1 − s2t3) + t3 (−r1 (2c+ t2)− s3 − t1)− cr22s2 .
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(3) ad−1 /∈ Q and gd−1 /∈ Q and there are r2, s1, s2, s3, t1, t2, t3 ∈ Q such that r2t2 6=
0, a = r2d; and
c =
1
2
(
A3 ∓
√
A1
)
; j =
A2 ±
√
A1 (f + t1)
2t2
,
where
A1 = 2r2s2t1 − 4r2s1t2 + r22t21 − 2r2t1t3 − 2s2t3 + 4s3t2 + s22 + t23 ,
A2 = −fr2t1 − fs2 + ft3 − r2t21 − s2t1 + 2s1t2 + t3t1 ,
A3 = 2fr2 + r2t1 − s2 − t3 .
Proof. Let us assume U is discrete. Clearly, SpanZ{a, d, g} is discrete; we claim:
Claim 1.- |d|+|g| 6= 0: just notice that g = d = 0 implies that U = aSpanZ{1, f, h}
is not discrete. Similarly one has that |d|+ |a| 6= 0 and |a|+ |g| 6= 0.
Claim 2.- There are not r0, r1 ∈ Q such that a = r0d, g = r1d. On the contrary
set:
U = dSpanZ{r0, 1, r1, h− r1f, r0f − c, r0h− cr1}.
Let us consider
U2 = SpanZ{1, h− r1f, r0f − c, r0h− cr1}.
Observe that h− r1f /∈ R: if this is not the case h− r1f ∈ Q and therefore {h, f}
is Q-linearly dependent; since U is discrete we conclude that there are r1, r2 ∈ Q
such that r0f − c = r1+ r2(h− r1f), thus {1, c, f, h} is Q-linearly dependent, which
is a contradiction.
As a consequence of the previous claims we deduce adg = 0. Now let us study
the case a = 0, the cases d = 0 or g = 0 are similar and we leave them for the reader.
Claim 3.- It is not possible that adg 6= 0 and ad−1 /∈ R. Assume, on the contrary,
that there are r1, r2, s1, s2, s3, t1, t2, t3 ∈ Q such that:
g = r1a+ r2d,
dh− gf = s1a+ t1d,
af − cd = s2a+ t2d,
ah− cg = s3 .
Sustituting the value of g given in the first equation in the other equations we get:
a
d
=
h− fr2 − t1
s1 + fr1
=
t2 + c
f − s2 =
cr2 + t3
h− cr1 − s3 .
Hence, we obtain the following system of polynomial equations:
(h− fr2 − t1)(f − s2) = (s1 + fr1)(t2 + c),
(h− fr2 − t1)(h− cr1 − s3) = (s1 + fr1)(cr2 + t3),
(t2 + c)(h− cr1 − s3) = (f − s2)(cr2 + t3).
A straightforward computation shows that this system has non-trivial solutions iff
r2t2 6= t3, and in that case the solutions are:
f± =
A2 ± (c+ t2)
√
A1
2 (r2t2 − t3) , h± =
A3 ± (cr2 + t3)
√
A1
2 (r2t2 − t3) ,
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where:
A1 = (−r2s2 + r1t2 − s3 − t1) 2 − 4 (r2s1t2 − r1s2t3 + r2s2s3 − r1t1t2 + s3t1 − s1t3) ,
A2 = −cr2s2 − cr1t2 + cs3 − ct1 + r2s2t2 − r1t22 + s3t2 − 2s2t3 − t1t2,
A3 = r2 (cr1t2 + s3 (c+ 2t2)− ct1 − s2t3) + t3 (−r1 (2c+ t2)− s3 − t1)− cr22s2 ,
and
√
A1 /∈ Q.
Similarly one finds that it is not possible to have adg 6= 0, ad−1 ∈ Q and
gd−1 /∈ R.
Claim 4.- If a 6= 0, then w = dg−1 /∈ R. Assume that there is R ∈ Q − {0}
such that d = Rg. In this case U = gSpanZ{R, 1, Rh− f, cR, c}. Let us consider
U2 = SpanZ{1, Rh−f, c}, since U is discrete we conclude that there are R1, R2 ∈ Q
such that Rh− f = R1 +R2C, thus {1, c, f, h} is Q-linearly dependent, which is a
contradiction.
Thus W = {d, g, dh− gf, cd, cg}. On the other hand there are r0, r1, r2, r3 ∈ R
such that c = r0 + r1w = r2 + r3w
−1. Therefore
cg = r0g + dr1,
cd = r2d+ r3g .
Hence r0, r1, r2, r3 ∈ Q. Since r0+r1w = r2+r3w−1 we conclude that w is solution
of the polynomial r1w
2 + (r0 − r2)− r3 = 0, that is
w =
r2 − r0 ±
√
(r2 − r0)2 + 4r1r3
2r1
.
Finally, since U is discrete we deduce that there are r4, r5 ∈ Q such that dh− gf =
r4d+ r5g which is equivalent to:
w =
f + r5
h− r4 .

8.2. Structure of the discrete non Kleinian groups in Heis (3,C).
Proposition 8.6. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C), then G is a discrete non-commutative group
such that Π(G) is discrete and non-trivial iff G is conjugate to either
Wx,a,b,c =

1 u v0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, (u, v) ∈ W
 ,
or
Wx,a,b =

1 u v0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
n : n ∈ Z, (u, v) ∈W
 ,
where a, b, c, x ∈ C, c /∈ R and W ⊂ C2 is an additive discrete subgroup satisfying
that SpanZ{(0, a), (0, π1(W )), (0, cπ1(W ))} ⊂W and rank(W ) ≥ 3.
Proof. Let us assume that G is a discrete non-commutative group such that Π(G)
is discrete and non-trivial. Without loss of generality let us assume that Π(G) has
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rank two. Then by Theorem 7.11 there are a, b, c, x ∈ C, c /∈ R and W ⊂ C2 is an
additive discrete subgroup such that G is conjutate to the group:
1 u v0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, (u, v) ∈W
 .
It is clear that G acts properly discontinuously on Ω(Ker(Π|G)). Since G is not
complex Kleinian we deduce rank(W ) ≥ 3. For w = (u, v) ∈ W and k, l,m ∈ Z,
define:
g(w, k, l,m) =
1 u v0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
k 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
l .
Let wi = (ui, vi) ∈ W (i = 1, 2) and k, l,m, n ∈ Z; a straightforward computation
shows:
g(w1, k, l, )g(w2,m, n)
−1 = g(w1 − w2 + w, k −m, l − n)
where w = u2(cl − cn+ k −m)−ma(l − n). Thus
SpanZ{(0, a), (0, π1(W )), (0, cπ1(W ))} ⊂W.

The proof of the following lemma is a slight modification of the proof of Part (2)
in Lemma 7.17, so we omit it.
Lemma 8.7. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a discrete non-commutative group such that
Π(G) is non-discrete. Then ΛKul(Ker(Π|G)) is a single line.
The next result is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.24:
Proposition 8.8. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a non-Abelian discrete but not complex
Kleinian group such that Ker(Π|G) is infinite and Π(G) is a rank two non-discrete
group. Then we can find a rank two additive discrete subgroup W ⊂ C, a ∈ W ,
b, c ∈ C such that {1, c} is R-linearly dependent but Z-linearly independent and up
to conjugation we have:
G =

1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
n 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
m : m,n ∈ Z, w ∈W
 .
Lemma 8.9. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a discrete non-commutative group such that
Π(G) has rank at least 3, then:
(1) For every 1-dimensional real subspace ℓ ⊂ C we have rank(ℓ ∩ Π(G)) ≤ 2.
(2) rank(Ker(Π|G)) = 2 and 3 ≤ rank(Π(G)) ≤ 4.
Proof. Let us prove Part (1). Assume there is a real line ℓ ⊂ C for which rank(ℓ ∩
Π(G)) ≥ 3. Then there are x ∈ C∗ and r, s ∈ R∗ such that SpanZ{1, r, s} is a rank
three group and SpanZ{x, rx, sx} ⊂ Π(G). Let d, e, f, g, h, j ∈ C be such that:
g1 =
1 d e0 1 x
0 0 1
 , g2 =
1 f g0 1 rx
0 0 1
 , g3 =
1 u v0 1 sx
0 0 1
 ∈ G .
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A straightforward computation shows that for every k, l,m, n, o, p ∈ Z:
gk1g
l
2g
m−p
3 g
−o
2 g
−n
1 g
p−m
3 g
o−l
2 g
n−k
1 =
1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1

where w = x(dn((l−o)r+s(m−p))−u(m−p)(or+n)+f(os(m−p)+n(−l+o))).
Thus
h1 =

1 0 x(ds− h)0 1 0
0 0 1

 , h2 =

1 0 x(dr − f)0 1 0
0 0 1

 , h3 =

1 0 x(fs− ur)0 1 0
0 0 1

 ∈ G .
Since fs−ur = −s(dr−f)+r(ds−u), we conclude that SpanZ{ds−u, dr−f, fs−ur}
is non-discrete. Thus G is non discrete, which is a contradiction.
Now we prove Part (2). From 8.1 and 8.10 we get that rank(Ker(Π|G)) = 2; on
the other hand, by Theorem 7.11 we have 3 ≤ rank(Π(G)) ≤ 4. 
Proposition 8.10. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a non-Abelian discrete group. Then
Π(G) has rank 3 and is dense in C iff we can find a rank two additive discrete
subgroup W ⊂ C, and x, a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ C such that G is conjugate to:
H =



1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1



1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1


k 
1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1


l 
1 d+ f e0 1 f
0 0 1


m
: k,m,n ∈ Z, w ∈W

 ,
where a, b, c, d, e, f are subject to the conditions:
(1) {a, d, af − dc} ⊂W ;
(2) |a|+ |d| 6= 0 ;
(3) for every real line ℓ ⊂ C we have ℓ ∩ SpanZ{1, c, f} has rank at most two.
Proof. For w ∈ W and k, l,m ∈ Z, define:
g(w, k, l,m) =
1 0 w0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
k 1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
l 1 d+ f e0 1 d
0 0 1
m .
Let u, v ∈W and k, l,m, o, p, q ∈ Z; a straightforward computation shows:
g(u, k, l,m)g(v, o, p, q)−1 = g(u− v + w, k − o, l − p,m− q) ,
where w = −aln+ao(n+f(m−p))−d(n+co)(m−p). ThusH is a group iff a, d, af−
dc ∈W . We notice that if H is a group, then H is non commutative iff |a|+ |d| 6= 0.
Clearly Π(H) has rank three and is a dense group of C whenever SpanZ({1, c, d})
is dense in C. Observe that if H is non-commutative and SpanZ{1, c, f} is dense
in C, then H is discrete iff there are sequences (wn) ⊂W and (kn), (ln), (mn) ⊂ Z
such that (gn = g(wn, kn, ln,mn)) is a sequence of distinct elements satisfying
gn n→∞
// Id. By Lemma 8.1, H is non-discrete iff W is non-discrete or there are
sequences (wn) ⊂W and (kn), (ln), (mn) ⊂ Z such that:
(1) (kn + lnc,+mnf) is a sequence of distincts elements converging to 0 ;
(2) (lna+mnd) converges to 0 .
Now observe that Lemma 8.2 and the previous facts are equivalent to the non-
discreteness of SpanZ(a, d). 
Similar arguments show:
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Proposition 8.11. Let G ⊂ Heis (3,C) be a non-Abelian discrete group such that
Π(G) has rank four. Then there exist a rank two additive discrete subgroup W ⊂ C
and x, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, j ∈ C such that G is conjugate to:
H =
{
gug
k
1g
l
2g
m
3 g4. : k, l,m, n ∈ Z, w ∈W
}
,
where
gu =
1 0 u0 1 0
0 0 1
 ; g1 =
1 1 x0 1 1
0 0 1
 ; g2 =
1 a+ c b0 1 c
0 0 1
 ;
g3 =
1 d+ f e0 1 f
0 0 1
 ; g4 =
1 g + j h0 1 j
0 0 1
 ,
and x, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j are subject to the conditions:
(1) {a, d, g, dj − gf, af − cd, aj − cg} ⊂W ;
(2) |a|+ |d|+ |g| 6= 0 ;
(3) for every real line ℓ ⊂ C we have ℓ ∩ SpanZ({1, c, f, j}) has rank at most
two.
8.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2. To finish this article, let us prove the classification
theorem for discrete non-Kleinian groups.
Let G be a discrete group without loxodromic elements which is not complex
Kleinian. By Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 5.8, G contains a torsion free subgroup G0
of finite index which is triangularizable, it is not complex Kleinian and the following
groups are torsion free: G0, λ12(G0), λ23(G0),Π(G0), Ker(Π|G0). Theorem 5.1 im-
plies that G0 does not contain an irrational ellipto-parabolic element, for otherwise
the group G0 would be Kleinian. So we can assume that G0 ⊂ Heis (3,C).
If G0 is commutative, then Lemmas 5.13 and 7.5 imply that Π(G0) is trivial,
and the result follows from Lemma 7.15.
If G0 is non-commutative, then Π(G0) may or may not be discrete. If Π(G0) is
discrete, then the result follows by 8.6. If Π(G0) is non-discrete, then by Lemma
8.9 we have that Π(G0) has rank 2, 3 or 4. Let us look at each of these cases:
• If Π(G) has rank two, then the result follows from Proposition 8.8.
• If Π(G) has rank three, the result follows from 8.3 and Proposition 8.10.
• Π(G) has rank four, then the result follows from 8.11 and Lemma 8.5. 
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